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Note 011 Research Methodology 

In the course of researching this report, The Advisory Board performed 
over 75 interviews with experts in the field of hospital-hospital 
collaboration. Sources consulted included over 50 hospitals and health 
systems as well 3s a number of consultants, trade associations and 
government agencies. In addition, the staff reviewed over 750 pages of 
articles and research reports. 

Through the interviews and literature, the staff obtained detailed 
information on the most successful collaborative efforts being pursued 
throughout North America. While this report offers what we believe to 
be coniprehensive profiles of these efforts, there is no guarantee that 
thc report covers every detail of each venture, nor that it covers every 
innovative and successful venture that exists in the marketplace. 

Hospitals and health systems that participated in this study have not 
been idcritified by name in order to protect the confidentiality of 
information provided. 



Legal Caveat 

The path to collaboration is fraught with legal complexity and, at 
times, legal uncertainty. With the exception of those collaborative 
efforts that address community health problems, most ofthe joint 
ventures profiled in this report raise legal questions regarding antitrust 
issues and restraint of trade. 

Legal prohibitions against antitrust behavior are addressed by the 
Sherman Act of 1890 and the Clayton Act of 1914. The Sherman Act 
"prohibits contracts, combinations, and conspiracies that unreasonably 
restrain trade." The Clayton Act "deals with price discrimination, 
exclusive dealing and tying arrangements, and with mergers and 
acquisitions." 

The Health Care Advisory Board cannot provide the legal expertise 
needed to fully address all legal issues involved. As a result, it would be 
a disservice to suggest that members rely on any legal commentary in 
this report as a basis for action. While health care reform may reduce 
legal constraints in this area, we cannot stress too strongly that anyone 
seriously considering steps toward collaboration should consult legal 
counsel. 



Essay 

Ten Salient Observations on Hospital-Hospital Collaboration 

Observation # 1  

Hospital-hospital collaboration is n o t  a front-burner issue today; cost 
control, integration w i th  physicians and alliances w i th  payers are m u c h  
more  crucial t o  long-term survival in a capitated, managed care 
environment 

Numerous Issues More Important 
to Long-Term Survival than Hospital-Hospital Alliances 

Cost Control 

Creating economic incentives for cost control 

Treating patients in the right care modality 

Reducing inpatient utilization 

Consolidating clinical, administrative functions 

Integration with Physicians 

"Locking in" primary care physicians (PCPs) 

Achieving proper mix, number of PCPs and specialists 

Alliances with Payers 

Accepting (and profitably managing) capitated risk 

Marketing aggressively to payers 

Providing the entire continuum of care (e.g., clinics, home care, 
rehabilitation) 

Providing broad geographic coverage for all services 

Enhancing negotiating clout with payers 



Observation #2 

Even in the few instances in which collaboration seems able t o  address 
these urgent needs, i t  may  no t  be the best vehicle for do ing so 

Observation #3 

Rationale: Loosely-aligned collaborative arrangements are il l-equipped 
t o  make the di f f icul t  decisions required t o  compete successfully under 
managed care; venture w i l l  (almost inevitably) break down as soon as 
one (st i l l  autonomous) partner begins t o  feel pain 

:rategic Imperative Problem with Collaboration 

msolidation 

creasing negc 

ost cutting through + While collaboration offen potential to 
inical service rationalize clinical services, it seldom is 

able to do so 

Reason: One partnet- inevitably loses 
when services are consolidated: Example: 
Independent hospital not likely t o  be 
wlll~ng t o  "give up" profitable open heart 
business (even if consolidation lowers 
costs, boosts overall profits) 

)tiatmg 
verage through joint 
anaged care 

+ While collaborative contracting efforts 
offer the potential to enhance negotiating 
clout with payers, they seldom do so 

mtracting Reason: Payer can bypass system by 
signing individual deals with hospitals; 
most independent entities would rather 
accept a (somewhat less attractive) 
contract than no contract at all 

C 
C( 

services servlces in an area 

Mering geographic + . Collaborative efforts can offer a 

,vetage for hospital "one-stop" shop to payer; for all hospital 

Problem: Most payers require only a few 
hospitals in their network t o  provide 
adequate geographic coverage; it is no 
great hardship to negotiate separate 
deals with a haridiul o f  hospitals (as it 
would be with hundreds o f  individual 
physicians) 



Observation #4 

Advisory Board View: A full-equity merger is far better suited to 
achieving those (relatively few) strategic imperatives that do require 
hospital-hospital alliances 

Strategic Imperative Benefits of Full Equity Merger 

Cost cutting through 
clinical service 
rationalization 

-+ Bottom line of merged system (and 
therefore every part of system) is 
enhanced through any cost-cutting 
initiative 

Because each hospital is now a cost 
center (rather than an independent entity 
with its own bottom line), no individual 
hospital's financial fortunes are hurt 
through service consolidations 

Increasing negotiating + With a merger, only the resulting system 
leverage through joint has the.power to sign payer contracts 
managed care (and system receives revenues. profits 
contracting from any contract) 

Result: Individual hospitals do not have 
the power (or incentive) to sign 
contracts on their own 

Observation #5 

That is not to say that some coll; aborative efforts are not worth- rhile; a 
number of ventures can yield significant benefit (at very little cost), 
and the initiative may prove a useful stepping stone to a (more difficult 
to implement) equity merger 

Observation #6 

Advisory Board View: Collaborative efforts work best if both partners 
realize benefits horn the program; in fact, collaboration is highly 
unlikely to succeed unless this "win-win" scenario is clear from the 
start 



Observation #7 

Three recommended targets for collaborative efforts; First Target: 
Ventures that address societal health problems, since these efforts yield 
significant financial, conlmunity and public relations benefits at 
modest cost 

Variety of Community Problems Can Be Addressed 
through Hospital-to-Hospital Collaboration 

How Collaboration 
Problem Can Address Problem 

Lack of alternative care sites for - 
AlDS patients: Result: Patients 
use high-cost ED, inpatient 
sewices at most. if not all. area 
hospitals 

Lack of primary care facilities for 
indigent and homeless individuals; 
Result: Hospitals bear cost for 
patients who seek non-urgent 
care at high-cost EDs, and for 

patients who do not seek timely 
pnrnary care, and therefore need 
urgent o r  emergent care later 
(after condition deteriorates) 

+ - Hospitals can develop joint case 
management program that 
coordinates appropriate care for AlDS 
patients 

.- 
,?esu!t: ,,osis oicare ar-e lowel-ed. 
yleldlng benefit to all area hospitals: 
one collaborative effon reduced 
inpatient days by 50% 

jc Hospitals jo~ntly build and staffclin~cs 
to care for the indigent andlor the 
homeless 

Several collaborative efforts have been 
successful in reducing inappropriate 
andlor avoidable ED visits, yielding 
benefit to all area hospitals: one 
indigent clinic open I 0  hours per week 
was able to reduce costs by over 
$400.000 lor area hospitals 

High percentage o f  * 
low-birth- eight babies born to 
mothers with substance abuse 
andlor alcohol problems. Result: 
Area hospitals forced to "pick up 
tab" for health care needs of both 
mothel- and child (since most of 
these women do not have 
insurance) 

Hosp~tals develop "outreach" program 
designed to: 
- Help expectant mothers end their 

zbuse 
- PI-o.~ide prenatal care to infants 

Collaboratw eiiol i  is $,cry likely to 
pay icii itself Drogram costs $2.000 to 
53.000 for each expectant mother. 
,;,h;le cost of caring for 
cw-5::-!h-weight bat?: \.could be 
roughl:, 6 I O.COO 



Observation a48 

Second Target: Ventures in which hospitals share the investment, 
operating costs for expensive, new services that each partner would 
have difficulty financing profitably on its own 

Observation #9 

Reason: In these instances, collaboration brings a valued service to a 
community at lower cost than otherwise would have been possible 
(since fixed costs are spread over a larger number of patients); in some 
instances, collaboration is the only way to make the venture financially 
feasible 



Joint Ownership Of New Services Offers Clear Financial Benefits 

TechnologyIService Description Benefits 

MRI Two hospitals shared purchase of $700,000 annual cost savings 
$3 million MRI machine 

PET Two hospitals shared $5.7 million Cost per PET exam almost cut 
investment for equipment and in half because patient volumes 
facility construction shared by two facilities 

Lithotripsy Two hospitals split investment . Center is profitable 
cost of$3 million for equipment . would-be cmpetitors have 
purchase shied away from entering 

market 

Ambulatory Surgery Two hospitals, physician group . Each partner reahzes $320.000 
Center shared $5 million investment cost in annual pmft (versus a 

to build new facility $420.000 loss if pursued 
independently) 

Cardiac Sewices One hospital provides angioplasty. Cardiology discharges increased 
open heart sewices, second by 15% 
hospital will provide outpatient . increase in pmffi of 
cardiac care: total investment $850.000 (over profas 
costs of $6 million will be shared generated if each hospital buik 

its own open heart program) 

Oncology Sewices $1.2 million investment cost of . 10% increase in inpatient 
new oncology facility shared by volume for local hospital 
local and out-of-state hospital . 23% increase in outpatient 

volume for local hospiital 

. Increase in specialized case 
referrals for out-of-state 
hospital 



I Observation #I0 

I Third Target: Partnerships that provide payers (and enrollees) with 
lower cost, higher quality andlor more convenient care than would 
have been possible without the venture; sponsors of these programs 

I seeing large increases in managed care patient volumes 



1 Chapter One: 

Addressing Community Health Problems 



Chapter One 

Six Salient Observations 
on Addressing Community Health Problems 

observation # I  

Advisory Board View: Hospital partnerships geared toward tackling 
community-wide health problems provide the single best opportunity 
for successful collaboration; hospitals advised to focus early efforts on  
these types o f  ventures 

Numerous Collaborative Efforts 
Address Community Health Problems 

Community Health Problem 

Uneven presentation of patients to 
area EDs; some EDs will be 
ovehurdened while others will 
have excess capacity 

AIDS patients unaware of (or 
otherwise unable to access) 
non-hospital services; Result: 
Overuse of high-cost inpatient 
services, poor quality of care 

Inappropriate use of (high-cost) ED 
for primary care by indigent' 
homeless individuals 

High numbers of low-birth-weight 
babies born to substance abusers; 
Result: High costs of care for 
treatment in neonatal intensive 
care unlt 

Collaborative Program 

Diversion plan to shift patients away 
from overcrowded EDs to those 
with "slack capacity 

Jointly-funded case management 
program for patients that 
incorporates new and existing 
services into central referral system 

jointly-financed, jointly-operated 
indigent clinic to provide primary 
care, address other needs of this 
population 

jointly-sponsored prenatal care 
program for substance-abusing 
mothers to help them attain and 
maintain sobriety and increase health 
of unborn children 



Observation #2 

Reason: These collaborative ventures provide a clear financial 
"win-win" result for all participants, and also enable hospitals to fulfill 
their charitable, nonprofit mission of serving the community 

Hypothetical Example: 
Building lndigent Clinic Provides "Win-Win" Result 
for Hospital Partners 

Before lndigent Clinic 

Each hospttal treats indigent 
patients in (h~gh-cost) ED 

After lndigent Clinic 

lndigent patients use lower-cost 
clinic, thus avoiding future ED visits 

Hospitol C 

Hospital A 

Hospital 8 

1-1 

Hosbital C 

Advisory Board Estimate 

Clinic open I0 hours per week saves 
area hospitals $400,000 annually 

Full-time clinic could save $1.6 million 
each year ' 

0 0 0 -- 
Key 

. , 
ED c a p a q  ailed 



I Observation #3 

Main benefit o f  these types o f  efforts: they generate a high payoff at a 
low cost; example after example illustrates how a minimal investment 
by hospital partners can generate significant benefits for hospital and 
community 

Collaborative Efforts Generate Significant Benefit at Low Cost 

Joint Program Costs of Program Benefits of Program 

AIDS Case 
Management 
Program 

Indigent Clinic 

Emergency 
Department 
Divenion Plan 

Observation #4 

$132,000 annually . Nearly 60% reduct~on in 
Inpatlent days for those patlents 
treated (from 1,065 to 457 days 
annually) 

33% reductlor- in average length 
of stay (from 18 to I2 days) 

50% reduction in annual numbei 
of Inpatlent adm~ss~ons (from 90 
to 461 

$l4O.OOO annually . $400.000 annual cost savings 

$150 one-time . Reduced stress on all area EDs 
phone hook-UP . Improved patient care 
fee 

$30 monthly for 
each hospital 

Minimal staff time 

(Unsurprising) Result: Hospitals face few problenls when developing 
partnerships with competitors-there are few political risks involved 
with community projects, while they provide all opportunity to 
improve hospitals' standing with area residents 



Observation #5 

Addi t ional  Benefit: In i t ia l  efforts build trust among partners, paving 
the way for addit ional (possibly more  complicated) ventures in the 
future 

Plan To Allocate Trauma Patients 
Leads to Plans for Future Collaboration 

Collaborative Effort: Design o f  Trauma System "Call Schedule" 

Community copes with growing number of trauma cases by allocating 
cases among hospitals according t o  "call schedule" 

County hospital designated as primary trauma center, with two private 
institutions acting as secondary trauma centen and five community 
hospitals sewing as a "safety net" 

Result: Improvements in Efficiency 

- E~ficiency ~mprovements have resulted, allowing hospitals to keep pace 
with the growing trauma load and increase access t o  emergency care for, 
the cornmunitys residents 

Future Collaborative Injury Prevention Program Planned 

Future collaborative efforts are planned: first initiative will be an injury 
prevention program t o  promote a safe community 

Caveat: Wh i le  benefits o f  these programs are significant, overall 
strategic importance for hospital i s  minimal; collaborative ventures t o  
improve commun i t y  health w i l l  n o t  address hospital's most impor tant  
tinancial imperative: sunriving under an increasingly managed care, 
capitated environment 



Case Example #1 

Urban Hospitals Work Together 
To Distribute ED Patient Loads Equitably 

Description 

Six urban hospitals participating in ED "diversion plan" intended to 
allocate city's ED cases more evenly among institutions, thus 
preventing overcrowding in inner-city EDs 

Prior to creation of diversion plan, distribution of ED patient loads 
among city hospitals was "left to chance" 

Result: At any given time, some of city's EDs would be "bursting at 
the seams" while others would be operating well below capacity 

Some EDs "Burst a t  Seams," While Others Have Excess Capacity 

Hospital A Hospital 8 

~ o ~ b i t o l  C Hos~itol D 

Hosbital E Hospital F 

IZzB ED rapacity filled 

Solution: Hospitals experiencing overcrowding problem in the ED 
allowed to divert emergency patients to other participating 
institutions; Exception: Patients in life-threatening situations, who 
must be accepted at any hospital 



Basic Mechanism: Hospitals communicate twice daily to discuss ED 
patient volume; mediator determines which hospitals are allowed to 
divert, notifies medical traffic control of diversion status 

Constant Communication Required To Divert ED Patients 

Hospital A Hospital B Hospital C '-FF 
I i Twice-daily communication among hospitals 

Hoso~ials communicate via conference call every 12 hourr to I 
I !  dischis ED patient volumes, decide which hosphls may diven 

emergency patients during 12-hour penod to ioilow 

Mediator role established 

One hosp~tal assigned to act as mediator during dally conference 
calls: rnedator role rotated among hospitals every two months 

t 

Lmic on number ot EDs allowed to diver! patients 

Only two hospiials allowed to diven patients at same time: if 
mcre than two wish to diven all EDs must remaln "open" unul a 
compromise is reached 

Report to regonal 
medical trafic control 

Horp~tals notib regional 
medial tmfic control oi 
diverion decisions so 
that ambulances d e l h  
emergency patients to 
correct EDs 

No formal oversight structure required; program is supported by state 
hospital association's Emergency Medical Sewices committee 



Costs 

Cost of implementing diversion plan negligible 

Main cost of program planning was staff time; each hospital placed 
one or two representatives (ED'S physician director, nurse manager. 
andlor administrator) on planning committee, which met several 
times monthly for six months 

Interconnecting telephone system cost each hospital $100-$200 for 
initial hookup and an average monthly service charge of $30 

Results 

Diversion plan is resulting in more even flow of patients through EDs, 
better overall communication among hospitals 

While no hard data are available, all hospitals report reduced stress on 
EDs as result of diversion plan; in addition, patient care has improved 
because patients are brought to hospitals able to provide more timely 
treatment 

Side Benefit: Daily calls are a trust-building vehicle among 
participants, enhancing overall communication among hospitals 

Source: "Collaboration: Hospiils Find that Working Together is Tough, Rewarding-and Vital," 
Hospitals, December 5 ,  199 1 ,  pages 24-33 Advisory Board interviews. 



Case Example #2 

Three Hospitals Use "Call Schedule" 
To Allocate Trauma Cases, Reduce ED Overcrowding 

Community attempting to cope with the growing number of trauma 
cases by allocating cases among one county hospital and two private 
hospitals according to "call schedule" 

Goal of "On Call" System: To allow hospitals to more accurately 
predict timing and volume of trauma case loads, thus enabling more 
efficient ED staffing, operations 

Local hospital association, in conjunction with area medical society, 
developed trauma system "call schedule" 

Schedule designates when each hospital can receive trauma patients 
(i.e.. is "on call") and when these cases can be sent elsewhere 

County hospital designated as primary trauma center, with two 
private institutions acting as secondary trauma centers and five 
community hospitals sening as a "safety net" 

"Call Schedule" Designates Primary and Secondary Centers, 
Provides Safety Net as Well 

County Hospital +-+ Primary trauma center 

"On calY 24 houri a day, every 
day, and receives roughly 73% 
of all trauma cases 

I I Secondar, uauma centers 

"On car an aiternating dap as 

overtrowding in p n m y  
trauma center 

Community Safety net 

Hospital #3 l i tnuma *em becomes 
"flooded" (i.e.. both primary 
and seconday centerr full). five 
other communiw hospitals 

Hospital #4 Hospital #5 "lock in" w~ th  trauma senice5 



Special trauma committee of local hospital association and local 
medical society members (organizations which include hospital 
representatives and physicians) oversees project; committee performs 
scheduling, conflict-resolution functions 

Trauma Committee Includes 22 Members 

Trauma Committee 

County Medical Society 

President Executive Oficer 

Assistant Executive Oficer 

I Other Representatives I 
( . 8 Hospital Administraton 1 
I . I I Physicians 1 

Costs 

Start-up costs for project a (relatively) modest $200,000, while 
operating expenses practically nil 

Local foundation donated $200.000 for project start-up; funds used to 
engage two consultants to perform a market overview and handle 
several accounting functions 

Since plan was put in place, hospitals simply adhering to "their part of 
the bargain" 



Results 

Efficiency improvements have resulted, allowing hospitals to keep 
pace with the growing trauma load and improve availability of care 
for the community; hospitals further report that the system has been 
running well for two years 

System Allows Hospitals To Keep Pace 
with Growing Trauma Load 

Traumatic Injury 
Admissions 

Because of the success of this effort, future collaborative efforts are 
~ lanned ;  first initiative will be an injury prevention program to 
promote a safe community 

Source: Advisor). Board intewiews 



Case Example #3 

Collaborative AIDS Case Management Program 
Cuts Inpatient Days by Over 50% 

Description 

Three hospitals (at request of county health department) took the lead 
in expansion of case management program for AIDS patients 

Three hospitals contribute Funds to health department to expand its 
existing case management Function for AIDS patients 

Prior to program expansion, health department employed one 
program director and one case manager to assist AIDS patients; 
hospital financing allowed program to hire three additional case 
managers 

Two Goals: First is to create point of entry into health care system for 
all AIDS patients so that they receive timely, cost-effective care; 
second goal is to reduce financial losses on AIDS patients by cutting 
use of inpatient services and increasing reimbursement 

Case managers operate out of county health building; they coordinate 
all aspects of care for between 150 and 175 AIDS patients 

Physicians and testins centers refer AIDS patients to case 
management program 

Case managers work with area hospitals, home care agencies, other 
organizations to develop patients' care plans and coordinate delivery 
of services 

- I n  addition, case managers review patients' financial resources and 
work with them to secure insurance coverage ofsome kind 



Four Case Managers Are Point of Entry into Health Care System 

Physicians I Testing Centers 

I Referrals 
to Program 

Case Managers 

Coordrnate Secure Perform Tram 
Care Plan Financial Follow-Up Volunteers 

Hospices payers 

Some care 
qenc~es 

Skilled n m n g  
bciiiries 

Provide Respite, 
Non-Skilled Care - 

(e.g., meals. 
shopping 

services, family 
Paiienr homes suppon) 

groups 



COLI.AUORA.I.IVE AlDS CASE MANAGEMENT PROGUM Curs INPATIENT DAYS BY OVER 50% 25 

Program costs roughly $135,000 annually (bulk is to pay salaries of 
case managers); hospitals "divvy up" cost of case managers according 
to number of AIDS patient days 

Hospitals pay the salaries for three of the four case managers at a cost 
of $122,000 per year 

Each hospital's share of total cost is based upon its historical number 
of AlDS patient days; rationale is that hospital with more AlDS 
patients is more likely to benefit from program 

Hospitals Divide Cost of Case Managers 
Based Upon Number of AlDS Patient Days 



- Health department "picks up tab" for remainder of program's 
operating costs (roughly $12.000 annually) 

Health Department Finances Other Costs of Program 

Item Annual Cost 

Case manager travel $8.300 

Case manager traininglcontinuing education $1,500 

Ofice supplies $1,300 

Telephone $700 

Beeper sewice $600 

I Total Costs $12.400 



COLLABORATIVE AlDS CASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM CUTS INPATIENT DAYS BY OVER 50% 27 

Results 

Program has substantially reduced use of inpatient care for AIDS 
patients: inpatient days are down almost 60%, average length of stay 
was reduced by almost six days, and overall admissions have been cut 
by 50% (to less than half the national average) 

AlDS Case Management Results in a 57% Reduction in lnpatient 
Days, a 32% Drop in ALOS and a 48% Cut in Admissions 

900 
AlDS 

Inpatient 600 

Days 300 

0 

-. - ~ 

AIDS 
I 6  

Inpatient I 2  
Length of 8 

Stay 4 

0 

IOO -90 
80 

AIDS 60 
Inpatient 40 

Admissions 
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Annual Admissions Are Only 40% of National Average 

Average Annual 
Inpatient 

Admissions per 
AIDS Patient 

National Average* County 

Added Bonus: Due to case manager efforts, every AIDS patient 
admitted to hospital had some form of insurance coverage 

' Same: Agemy ior H e m  Ore Pol'ky and 
k w h .  Washington, D.C. 

Source: Advisorv Board interviews 



Case Example #4 

Consortium of 15 Hospitals, Other Providers, Payers 
Coordinates Community's AIDS Resources 

Hospital frustrated by community's lack of comprehensive service 
program for AIDS patients spearheads creation of consortium to  
coordinate available resources and fill "gaps" in continuum of care 

In 1985, president of a hospital hard hit with early AIDS cases 
approached local health council to argue for broad-based effort to 
manage future care needs of AIDS population 

Health council studied problem for three years, then issued a report 
identifying the need for the following services: 

- Case management program 

- Coordination of volunteers 
- Personal care program (providing shopping, cleaning and 

cooking for home-bound patients) 

- Inpatient hospices 

- Outpatient care services 

- Instead of "farming out" these projects to different organizations in 
piecemeal fashion, health council created nonprofit corporation (the 
consortium) to tackle problem as a whole 

Reason: Belief that best approach would be a coordinated one, with 
all resources in community behind one program 



Consortium comprised of 4O+ health care providers and payers, 
including 15 hospitals 

Participants include hospitals, home health providers, hospices, 
skilled nursing facilities, insurance companies 

- Each member elects a representative to consortium's Board of 
I>irectors; board is active in defining consortium's mission, 
developing policy, budgeting, allocating resources, and providing 
technical counsel 

Various Organizations Participate in Consortium 

Skilled nursing 
facilities 

providers 
Insurance 
companies 

Consortium evaluates potential services, then works with members 
and outside organizations to ensure that worthwhile projects are 
brought to  fruition 

Consortium Provides Wide Array of Services 

- Case management services with 14 case manager; currently serving 
pr-ogram's 900 patients 

Financial support for respite care provided by home care agencies 
- D m  tt-acking services (including patient demographics, severity of illness. 

cost of care) 
- Educational serfices for both caregiver; and community agencies 



CONSORTIUM OF 15 HOSPITAIS, OTHER PRO\WERS, PAYERS COOKOINATFS C O M Y U N I ~ ' ~ S  AIDS RESOURCES 3 1 

Consortium initiates and facilitates development of more complex 
projects, including securing necessary funding; activities are financed 
with grant money, donations from community, and consortium 
membership fees 

Example #I: Consortium Initiates Joint Venture 
Between Hospice and Nursing Home 

I 1 15-bed hospice unit I 

Consortium 
Member # I  

Hospice 

in a nursing home 

Example #2: Consortium Funds Sewices 
Not Typically Provided by Home Care Agencies 

% / 
joint Venture 

Secured grant money to fund project . Developed training kit on AIDS patient 
care for nursing home staff 

I AIDS Consortium 

Consortium 
Member #2 

Nursing Home 

5-10 Member Agencies 

I Nan-Traditional Home Care Services 
Respite care . Shopping 
Cleaning Transportation 
Cooking 

I AIDS Patients 



Costs 

Consortium operates on annual budget of $2 million; majority of 
budget covered by government grants, private foundations, donations 

Consortium Funded Largely by Government, Foundation Grants 

Funding Source Amount 

City, state, and federal government grants $l.200.000 

Private foundations $500,000 

Fund-raising through private donations 
and special events $200,000 

Consortium membership fees 

- $5,200 for hospitals 

- $1.000 for for-profit providen/groups 
(e.g., infusion theropy componies, nursing homes) 

- $525 for not-for-profit providenlgroups 
(e.g., hospices, home health agencies) 

Total membership fees $1 00,000 

Total $2.000.000 



Results 

Consortium provides needed services, improves quality of care for 
thousands of area AIDS patients (while often reducing costs, 
utilization); extensive cost-benefit analysis is currently underway 

Almost 2,000 AlDS patients have been sewed through case 
management program; hospital and  payer members feel these senices 
have lowered overall cost of care 

Example: 150 patients received home care services at a (modest) cost 
of $200,000; this population has had only one emergency department 
visit and no inpatient readmissions in ths p&st year 

Consortium's Extensive Referral Network 
Has Provided Myriad Services 

I 
1 

Service 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

Percentage of Patients Receiving Referral 



Cas ;e Exampl 

Collaborative Clinic for the Indigent 
Saves Estimated $400,000 Annually 

Description 

Community medical center, working with second hospital, local 
businesses and nonprofit organizations, built new clinic to increase 
supply of primary care services for (underserved) indigent population 

Medical center determined that capacity of public clinics (at 23,000 
visits annually) was less than half that needed to meet the demand for 
indigent visits (56,000 per year) 

Negative impact was significant: 
- Public clinics overwhelmed by volume 

- Typical wait for office visit of three to six weeks 

- Hospital emergency departments flooded with indigents seeking 
primary care 

Community Has Less than Half the Capacity 
Needed To Meet Indigents' Primary Care Needs 

I Deficit in Clinic Capacity / 

18.500 County 56.000 Clinic Capaciry of Public 
Residents below Visits per Year Clinics = 23.000 

Poverty Line Visits 

Result Indigent8 use hospital ED for primary care needs 

. 50% to 60% of ED visiton for chronic and non-urgent 
problems are uninsured or underinsured 

- 7,250 to 1 1,400 of these visits are from indigent 
individuals 



To assess c o m m u n i t y  needs, medical center surveyed local 
organizations 

Medical Center Assesses Community Needs and Interest 

T o  estimate demand for primary care by the indigent, medical center 
surveyed local parishes and community groups t o  identify and confirm: 

Demographics of groups lacking 
adequate primary care 

Age 
Ethnicity 
Neighborhood 

Alternative sources of primary care 
in the community 

Capacity 
Waiting time for appointment 
Services offered 

Barriers t o  care in the community 

Convenience to neighborhood 
Convenience to public 
transportation 
Insurance coverage, 
reimbursement levels 
Availability of providers 

Infant mortality rate and other 
indicators of inadequate health care 

T o  assess community interest in supporting project, medical center 
surveyed: 

Local businesses (especially health-related concerns) 

Local charities (United Way, Catholic charities) 

Public health department 

- Local branches of medical societies 



COLLABORATIVE CLINIC FOR THE ~NDICENTSAVFS ESTIMATED $400,000 ANNUALLY 37 

Lives o Main planning body for the clinic project included representat 
most major contributors 

I Community Groups Involved in Clinic Planning 

( Medical center 1 

Local parishes 

Association 

I 1 governments I 

Clinic operates twelve hours per week and is staffed by volunteers; two 
physicians are on duty at all times 

Clinic Operates with All-Volunteer Staff 

22 core physicians volunteering 34 nurses 
on a regular basis 33 screenen, clerical and support 
49 physicians who accept staff (including 7 translators) 
referred patients in their offices, . 2 dieticians 
representing: l attorney 
- family practice 
- general practice I psychology intern 

- emergency medicine 
- internal medicine 
- pediatrics 
- psychiatry 
- plastic surgery 
- gastroenterology 



Costs 

Hospital contribution relatively modest (roughly $40,000), as in-kind 
donations facilitated clinic start-up, while monetary contributions 
cover 70% o f  ongoing clinic expenses 

In-Kind Donations Facilitate Clinic Start-up 

I Design work to remodel clinic space 

Used and refurbished equipment and furniture 

Donations Cover over 70% of Clinic Expenditures 

Clinic Revenues Clinic Expenditures 

Donations $93,000 Employees 

Interest Income $2.500 Prescriptions 

Patients $1,500 Rent 

Insurance 

Supplies 

Total 

Fund-raising 

Other 

$97,000 Total 

(Expected Hospital Contribution: $37,850 



Results 

Clinic operated at capacity almost immediately; medical center 
estimated that full-time clinic could relieve emergency department o f  
over 70% o f  indigent volume 

Collaborative Clinic Can Off-Load 
Significant Number  o f  ED Indigent Cases 

Clinic at full capacity five months after opening 

Clinic is open I2  houn per week 

Hospital estimates clinic would be full even if open 40 hours per week 

Basehe h a n d  by lndigents far Primary and Olmnic Care = 11.400 Vidtf 

12,000 0 

8,320 
Number 8,000 

Indigent Visits 
Divened from 6,000 
ED as Result 

of Clinic 4,000 

2,000 

0 
10 Hours 20 Hours 30 Hours 40 Hours 

Hours of Clinic Operation per Week 

( ) = Percentage of bmline demand. 

Note: Awmer h a 1  4VA of hosp4ds ED 
vivts are for nonurgent o r c h m i  
care, 2nd thsf 50% allhere are for 
patients who are uninsured or 
undennrured. Alra assumes that 
appmhatev E!X of dmic %it06 

would haw prerented at the ED: of 
there. 85% would have been 
non-urgent and 15% would have been 
chronic. 



Advisory Board Estimate: Hospitals can see a huge financial benefit- 
clinic could save hospitals in community $415,000 annually if 
operated 10 hours per week, over $1.6 million if open 40 hours 

Advisory Board Hypothetical: 
Clinic Could Save Area Hospitals $1.6 Million Annually 

$1,800 $1,660,000~ 
$1.600 

$1,400 

Total $1,200 
Expenses $1,000 

Avoided by 
Hospitals* $800 

($000) $600 
$400 

$200 

$0 
10 Hours 20 Hours 30 Hours 40 Hours 

Hours of Clinic Operation per Week 

Note: These the communv 

urshde ofthe 

' Asrums that appmximateh/ 80% oiclinc 
b4s'im would have -led at the ED: o i  
there viutcc 85%would have been 
non-urgent and 15% wouM have been 
chmnr. Ofthe chronic patiem 40% 
would require admision, while 60% wwld 
be releared. The average cosl of a clmic 
vlvt is $32 Averap direcl cmls imrred 
by horpwl ED ue: $34 for non.u'gen1 
visit $74 for visn for chmnk conddon not 
requiring admision: $2.734 for visit and 
inpatlent admission. 

Scum A d i q  kzd analp and 
imeMewr. 

Souire: Advisory Board analysis and interviews. 
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Case Example #6 

Two Hospitals Support Community Clinic 
for the Medically Indigent 

Two hospitals support community outpatient clinic for individuals 
whose income is below 150% of the federal poverty limit 

Goal is to provide community's indigent population with primary 
care senices after city-run clinic closes; corollary objective is to reduce 
indigents' use of (high-cost) emergency department for primary care 
by providing a more appropriate (and lower-cost) care site 

Retired physician worked with community health care providers, city 
and county agencies to bring clinic to fruition 

Retired cardiologist dedicated to sewing the underprivileged initiated 
clinic project, recruited sponsors 

Clinic sponsors (in addition to the two area hospitals) include local 
primary care physicians, Board of Health, city and county 
governments 

Physician Recruits Numerous Sponsors 
T o  Support Indigent Clinic 

I Two Hospitals I 
I Primary Care I 

Government cn 
County 

Government 



Outpatient clinic, with support from hospitals and physician 
volunteers, provides a variety of health care senices 

Clinic is located in City-County Health Department building and is 
open 40 hours per week; clinic provides a full range of primary care 
services 

Clinic is supported by a salaried staff of 16 full-time equivalents 
(FTEs), including case managers, nurses, physician assistants, and 
support staff 

Twenty primary care physicians volunteer their time at clinic; some 
physicians volunteer one afternoon each week, while others volunteer 
once per month 

One hundred sixty specialists volunteer by seeing referred patients in 
their offices at no charge 

Hospitals provide clinic with managerial support as well as laboratory, 
X-ray and emergency department services 

iospitals, Physicians Provide Variety of Health Care Services 

Hospitals 
Laboratory services 

X-ray services 
Emergency department 
sewices 
Managerial expertise 

I I 20 primary care physicians 
volunteer at clinic 

1 

160 specialists see referred 
patients in their ofices at 
no charge 

Physicians 

I I 

- 

Indigent Clinic 
Open 40 hours weekly 

Staffed by 16 FTEs: 
- Nurses 
- Physician assistants 
- Case managers 
- Support staff 



Two HOSPITA'ALS SUPPOW COMMUNITY CLINIC FOR THE MEDICALLY INDIGENT 43 

Costs 

Volunteer time clearly the biggest investment made by project 
participants; operating budget equals approximately $700,000 

Time, Service Donations Total Over $700,000 Annually 

I Physician Donations Hospital Donations Public Donations 
Physician time Financial donations Financial donations 
valued at $500,000 of $55,000 of $48,000 from 

In-kind service city and county 
donations valued at budgets 
$50,000 In-kind service 

donation valued at 
$84,000 from 
Board of Health 

Results 

Participants n e w  indigent clinic as big success; clinic provides needed 
service to area residents 

Clinic handling 400 patient visits per month and approaching 
capacity; clinic will be hiring a full-time physician in order to serve 
expanded patient volume 

Many patients without access to clinic would likely present at hospital 
EDs; although its impact on ED volume has not been formally 
tracked, the hospitals believe that clinic has reduced non-urgent ED 
visits by the indigent 

Clinic director also reports high patient satisfaction; recent surveys 
indicate that patients are "thrilled with availability of services and 
quality of care provided 

Source: "Collaboration: Hosp'itals Find that Working Together Is Twgh. Rewarding-and Vital," 
Hospitals. Decwnber 5.  199 1 ,  pages 18-25 Adisory Board interviews. 



Case Example #7 

Two Hospitals Develop Homeless Clinic, 
Reduce Non-Emergent Visits to ED 

Descriation 

Two hospitals determined need for health care clinic that focused on 
serving the area's significant homeless population; goal was to provide 
an appropriate, accessible and comprehensive alternative to the use of 
emergency departments by the homeless for primary care 

One hospital and network of indigent clinics already existed to serve 
the homeless; Problem: Homeless individuals were not making use of 
those services (and instead used the ED, often for non-emergent 
conditions) 

Existing Homeless Services Were Inadequate 

Homeless people were unaware of the availability of services because of 
minimal outreach by network of clinics 

All but one clinic were located outside of the downtown area thus 
limiting access by the homeless (who tend to congregate in the city 
center, close to other services) 

Clinic and hospital services were primarily medical and not geared 
toward coping with the complex range of problems that homeless 
individuals face 



Clinic provides full spectrum of primary care services five days a week; 
clinic also addresses other problems linked to homelessness, including 
substance abuse and mental illness 

Xnic Provides Primary Care, Other Services 

Primary Care 
Services 

Basic primary care 
Part-time "eye clinic" 
Part-time "dermatology 
clinic" 
Part-t~me ''hearing clnic" 
Dental care 

Homeless Clinic 
Clinical Staff 

Physician (0.5 FTE) 
Nurse practitioners 
(1.4 FTE) 
Registered nurse 
(0.9 FTE) 
LPN (0.8 FTE) 

Volunteers 
Phyricians (1-2 daily) - NUMS (1-2 daily) 

Adminimton 
Clinic manager ( I  FTE) 
Receptionist (0.8 FTE) 
Administrative assistant 
(0.5 FTE) 

Orher Staff . Clerkldriver ( I  FIE) . Social woiker (I FTE) . Mental health case 
managers (2 FTE) . Substance abuse 
counselor ( I  FTE) 

--r- 
Outreach Programs 

AIDS prevention 
Outreach to drug addicts 
Outreach to children 

Mental health case 
management 
Substance abuse 
counseling 
Residential nonmedical 
detox services 
Social work as~stance 
Motel voucher p m p  



Costs 

Costs to hospitals virtually nonexistent: program was initiated with a 
$1.4 million grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and 
project receives ongoing funding from governmental and private 
sources to support the $1 million annual operating budget 

Homeless Clinic Supported by Government, Private Funds 

Medicaid Reimbursement 

Total Annual Budget = $ I Million 



Results 

Homeless clinic serves over 3,000 homeless people annually; without 
services, these individuals would either present at area EDs or would 
not seek care at all (which would likely later result in hospital 
admissions for more serious-and more costly-problems) 

While no overall data are available, no question that cost savings are 
significant; Case in Point: One patient suffering from pneumonia, 
abscessed tooth and alcoholism was $700 to $3,500 less costly to treat 
in homeless clinic than if patient presented at ED for care 

Case Example: 
Homeless Clinic's Treatment of Patient with Pneumonia, 
Abscessed Tooth Saves $700 to $3,500 over Hospital Treatment 

Hospital Treaanent (esdmated) Cost Clinic Treatment (actual) 

Initial ED Presentation $250-$800 Two Medical Visii 

Inpatient Admission $500 Prescription 

Second ED Presentation $25&$800 Motel Stay (After Clinic Referral) 

Third ED Presentation $250-$800 Three Dental Visits 

(Possible) ICU Admission for DTs $1.000 Clinic Counselor 

Emergency Services $30&$400 Detox Vi i t  

Ambulance $350 Social Services 

Social Services $38 Toel Cost 

Total Cost $1,938-14.688 

( Cost Savings $722-33.472 1 

Cost 

$98 

$5 

$98 

$165 

$74 

$730 

$46 

$1.216 

SwKe: Clinic records and anal*. 

Source: Advisory Board intewiews 



Case Example #8 

City-Wide Alliance Forms Network To Provide 
Prenatal Care to Substance Abusers 

Description 

Consortium of (primarily) hospitals creates program to encourage 
pregnant women with substance abuse problems to seek treatment 
and prenatal care 

Goal is to improve both birth outcomes (and therefore reduce costs of 
infant care) and to enhance quality of mother-child interaction by 
helping women achieve and maintain sobriety 

Program offers referrallcase management and outreach services to 
eligible women free of charge 

Eight hospitals, county health department, and school of public 
health form consortium 

Consortium provides coordinated health care services and substance 
abuse treatment to pregnant women, new mothers 

Referral, outreach services provided at no cost; however, women are 
financially responsible for their prenatallpediatric care and substance 
abuse treatment 

Program Provides Case Management, Outreach Services 

Abuse Program 

Referral and Case Management Services 

- Obstetrical care at any participating 
hospital 

Drug and alcohol treatment 

Pediatric care at  any participating 
hospital 

Other heakh and welfare sewices 

Outreach Services 

Neighborhood outreach workers visit 
women at home to make 
appropriate refenals 

Public health nurses visit to assess 
health status and quality o i  
environment and to provide 
parenting education 

Child development specialists 
pedorm developmental assessments 



Women referred to program by one of participating institutions; 
women remain in program until children reach two and a half years 
of age 

Woman Participates In Program 
During Pregnancy and Subsequent 30 Months 

Woman is refemd to 
program during 
pregnancy or up to one 
month aHer delivery 

Program eligibility is 
determined by a 
comprehensive 
assessment of the 
degree of impainent 
she is experiencing and 
the resulting risks to her 
and her baby's health 

* Woman must meet the Woman remains 
following program enrolled in program 
requirements to remain until child is 30 months 
enrolled: old 
- Remain compliant 

with alcohol and 
drug treatment 

- Attend prenatal 
visits ar scheduled 

- See a pediatrician 
for scheduled 
appointments 



Program served 140 women over three-year period at an average cost 
of $2,000 to $3,000 per patient (incurring total program costs of 
$350,000); majority of funds provided by sources other than hospitals 

Funding Sources Include Government Grants 

US.  Department of Health and Human Services 

State Department of Health 

Foundation 

Hospital 

Resulu 

While no hard data is available, program reports success in achieving 
its objectives; Advisory Board estimates that even a m a r ~ d y  
successful program would "break wen," while a highly-effective 
program could save $700,000 over three years 

Most of the women enrolled in program were able to achieve and 
maintain sobriety; while no data available, reasonable to assume that 
majority of these women had healthy, normal-weight babies 

No information on how many program participants were able to 
avoid having low-birth-weight babies (who can incur an NICU cost of 
$10,000 each); Advisory Board estimates that program only had to 
avert low-weight births for 25% of participants to "break even" 



Averting Only 25% of Low-Weight Births 
Would Justify Program Costs 

$1,200,000 
$1,050,000 

$1,000,000 

Three-Yeor $800.000 
Progrorn 

Cost 
$600,000 

Savings $400,000 

$200,000 

$0 
25% 50% 75% 100% 

Percentage of Low-Weight Births Averted 

Source: "A Decade of Competition Ends-A New En of Coopention Begins," Hospitals. 
January 20. 1992, pages 44-46; Advisory bard interviews. 



Case Example #9 

Joint Hospital/School District Program 
Reduces Teenage Pregnancies by 15% 

Hospital council with 37 members joins with urban school district to 
combat teen pregnancy through program that discourages adolescents 
from becoming sexually active; program spearheaded by physicians 
from local children's hospital 

Two physicians from adolescent division of local children's hospital 
worked to get "Postponing Sexual Involvement" (PSI) program 
installed in city's public schools in late 1990; hospital council has 
supported program for past year 

Existing (successful) program in Atlanta was used as the model for 
PSI initiative 

Hope is that, by reducing teen pregnancy rates, PSI can: 

- decrease number of (and considerable cost of health care for) 
premature and low-birth-weight babies 

- help more students (especially females) to graduate from high 
school 

Cornerstone of PSI program is the use of trained high school students 
to teach seventh-grade students how to identify, resist peer pressure to 
have sex 

PSI taught in all of city's public middle schools (reaching4,lOO 
seventh graders) and 10 parochial schools (reaching 2,000 more 
students) 

Program Now Reaches 4,100 Public School Students Annually 

4,000 
Number of Public 
School Students 3,000 
Ponicipoting in 2.000 

Progrom 
1,000 

0 
1990- 199 1 1991-1992 

School Year 



Program curriculum consists o f  10 class sessions 

Ten Class Sessions Focus on Sex Education 
and Postponing Sexual Activity 

Sessions I through 5 

Seventh-grade teachen review basics of sex education 

Lessons Include: 

Maturation and Hygiene 

Anatomy and Physiology 

Family Planning 

Becoming a Parent 

Sexually Transmitted Infections 

Sessions 6 through I 0  

Trained high school sophomores, juniors, and seniors cover risks of early 
sexual involvement and techniques for refusing involvement 

Lessons Include: 

Risks of Early Sexual Involvement 

Social Pressures 

Peer Pressures 

Assertiveness Techniques 

Reinforcing Skills (one-month follow-up) 

I n  addition to targeting seventh graders, school district introduced 
slightly modified version of PSI to pilot group of fifth graders this 
year; goal to roll out program to a l l  fifth-grade classes in city schools 
by 1994 



Costs 

PSI program relies on community organizations for funding; program 
has raised almost $300,000 to fund the program for the 1992-1993 
school year 

Over 30 organizations support program with money, in-kind 
contributions, volunteer time 

Over 30 Varied Organizations Support Program 

Children's hospital 

Foundations 

Corporations 

Public agencies 

Health associations 

Funds cover annual operating expenses, including paid staff positions, 
training materials and brochures 

Hospital council provides in-kind support geared toward spreading 
program to other school districts in council's service area 

Hospital Council Provides Promotional, 
Other Support for PSI Program 

Council implemented a "parent satisfaction survey" to gauge reactions to 
children's participation; goal was to gain support when applying for 
grants and other funding 
Council surveys other school districts in service area to determine 
targets for program 

Council hosts breakfasts for school superintendents, principals, PTA 
rnernben to enlist their support for spread of program 

Council provides space for training of peer leaden 



Results 

By all (admittedly early) indications, PSI is succeeding in influencing 
participants to postpone becoming (or to become less) sexually active; 
in first year of program, teenage pregnancy dropped 15% 

Teens Willing To ''Just Say No" to Sex Increases 20% 

60% 
Percentage of 

Seventh Graders 
Who Would 

40% 

Refuse To Hove 30% 

Sex 20% 

10% 

0% 

I Before Program After Program 

Community Experiences a 15% Decrease 
in Teen Pregnancy Since Program Inception 

Number of 
Reported 

Pregnancies in 
City's Public 

Schools 
(Grades 7- 12) 

1988- 1989 1991-1992 

School Year 

Source: Sue McDonaid, "Just Say 'No"', The Cincinnati Enquirer, "Tempo' Section, Apnl 18. 1993; 
Advisorv Board interviews. 



Case Example # 10 
, , 

Eight Hospitals Develop Programs To Combat 
Social Ills that Adversely Affect Community's Health 

Descriotion 

Eight-hospital association and area health coalition form committee 
charged with improving community's health by addressing 
widespread social problems 

First goal to assess (negative) effect of social and economic problems 
on health status of population; second goal to identify and support 
programs that will address these problems in hopes of improving 
community's health 

Committee, coined "urban commission," includes a representative 
from each participating hospital, other individuals represent 
physicians, unions, businesses, government agencies, other entities 

Eighteen Members of Urban commission 
Represent Numerous Groups 

Local Hospital Council 
Representatives Health Coalition Representatives 

Governmental Agency 
Representatives 



Commission launched demonstration project designed to improve 
access to primary care as a means of reducing infant mortality 

Diverse inner-city neighborhood chosen as demonstration site 

Project is currently focused on two initiatives: 

#I  Educating residents about, encouraging use of available primary 
care services through distribution of health care directory 

#2 Developing corps of volunteers (drawn from community 
leaders) to help residents access appropriate care 

Commission Develops Two Sources of Referrals 

I Source #I: Primary Care Directory 

Clinics 

Programs 

Other primary care services 

1 Source #2: Volunteer Referral Service 
7 1 Clinic I 

0 - 
lndividuals in Community Referrals mode 
community outreach to sources of 

volunteer primory care 



Commission also sponsoring program to reduce high school dropout 
rates 

Focus is on addressing social problems which adversely affect health 
status of teens and lead to higher dropout rates; examples include: 
- Teenage pregnancies, parenthood 
- Limited access to health screenings and primary care 
- Substance abuse 
- Violence as a means of conflict resolution 

ommission-Sponsored Programs Address Teen Problems 

Problems: A 
Health Care 

Programs: 

Mentoring p g r a r n  for young mothers Program pairs vdunteen mth young mothers to assist them with 
parenting education self-esteem buildink budgeting. ard employment r e a h  

Outreach program for substano-abudng mothers Program prwides social walker to act as a h e .  
perim follow-up wds with mothers . Conflict resolution program: Police department suppom a program to educate teens on nonwdent conflict 
reroldon rkillr appropriate to an urban diners? enrimnment 

. Clinic ret up in church: Will provide heab screenings and primav care (moffly in'id asremnt and 
rered) 

I 

Anticipated Resultr: E1.P' 



Costs 

Projects sponsored by urban commission supported primarily 
through members' volunteer time and in-kind support; $200,000 
(over half of which is contributed by hospitals) in total donations 
required to support programs 

Projects Supported by Volunteers, In-Kind Support 

Volunteers In-Kind Support 

Social workers Designing brochures and 

Police materials 

Mentors Printing costs 

Focus group leaden Donating facility space 

Fund raisers Providing transportation 

Providing child care 

Providing refreshments 

Under $200,000 in Donations Required To Support Program 

Community Focus Groups 
Administrative Support 
Health Education 
Directory 
Outreach Training. Other Components 
Program Space 
Staff 

Total 



f Results 

I Too early to assess impact of commission's efforts on  health status of 
targeted populations 

Networking for resource directory is almost complete; directory will 
be issued shortly 

Church-based clinic currently being staffed (and will be operational 
shortly) 

Five focus groups have been organized to identify health education 
needs of the community, including two school groups, two parent 
groups and one youth group 

Volunteers for referral service are currently being trained 

i Source Adv~sory Board lntervlews 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



Case Example #I 1 

Hospitals, Community Groups 
Create Vision for a Healthy Community 

Background 

Two hospitals in Midwestern community participate in national 
initiative to improve health status of communities across the United 
States 

Healthy People 2000, a national strategy for measuring and improving 
the health of the population in 21 priority areas, was initiated by the 
U.S. Public Health Service in 1987 

Goal to achieve dramatic improvements in the health status of the 
nation by the year 2000; specific objectives are detailed in the areas of 
health and preventive services 

Heakhy People 2000 Sets Aggressive Targets 
for Improving Health of Nation 

Sample Heohh S m s  Objective 1987 Nation01 Boseline Year 2000 Taget 

Reduce coronary heart disease deaths 135.0 per I 00,003 individuals ICOl) per I 00,003 individuals 

Reduce cancer deaths 133.0 per 100,003 individuals 130.0 per 100,003 individuals 

Reduce breast cancer deaths 22.9 per 100,000 ind~iduals 20.6 per 100,000 ind~iduals 

Reduce pregnancies among gids 
17 yean old and younger 7 1.1 per 1,000 individuals 50.0 per 1,000 individuals 

Sourre: H& Pwple 2W US. Publk 
Reduce infant mortality rate 10.1 per 1,030 live births 7.0 per 1,033 live births H& Service 1990. 



The two hospitals, along with the county health department and 
citizen committees, established a 200-person volunteer organization 
with 24 committees to pursue national objectives locally 

Twenty-Four Health Categories Studied by Community 

Committees on Specific Health Categories 

Physical Activity and Fitness - Nutrition 
Tobacco 
Alcohol and Other Drugs 
Family Planning 
Mental HealthIMental Disorders 
ViolentlAbusive Behaviors 

Education and 
Cornmunlty-Based Programs 
Unintentional Injuries 

Occupational Safety and Heatth 
Environmental Health 

Other Committees 
Children and Adolescents 

Older Adults 
Surveillance and Data Services 

Food and Drug Safety 
Oral Health 
Maternal and Infant Health 
Heart Disease and Stroke 

Cancer 
Diabetes and Chronic Disabling 
Conditions 
HIV Infection 

Sexually-Transmitted Diseases 
Immunization and lnfeaious 
Diseases 
Clinical Preventive Services 

Committees assessed the health status of county against the national 
baseline data to  determine where resources should be allocated 

Program Descriptions and Results 

Since inception of community effort, hospitals have implemented or  
enhanced a number of programs to meet the goals set by committees 
and improve the health status of the community 
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Program #I: Hospital-Funded Cancer Education and Screenings 

In county, cancer is the leading cause of death for adults aged 45 to 64, 
at a rate of 186.5 per 100.000 lives in 1990: for adults aged 65 and over, 
the 1990 cancer mortality rate was 1.14 1.7 per 100.000 (the second 
leading cause of death in this age group) 

1,200 1,141.7- 
1.000 

Cancer Deaths 
per 100,000 

Population 400 

200 
0 

Adults Aged Adulo Aged 
National Goal 45-64 65+ 

Year 2000 County 1990 

Ultimate goal is to reduce cancer deaths to a level equal to or below the 
national goal; interim objectives include increasing the number of cancer 
screenings and providing cancer education to a greater number of 
county residents 

Two hospital initiatives underway to address goals; First Initiative: 
Prostate cancer educatio-ne participating hospital and communrty 
urologists cosponsoring prostate cancer educational programs 

Through community educational efforts and increased physician 
awareness, the number of prostate cancer screenings provided at 
hospital increased ninefold in past year-physicians and nurses donated 
their time, and local laboratory read tests for free (at value of $12,580) 

2,000 
Number of 

Prostate Cancer 1.500 

Second Initiative: Free breast cancer screenings; fund was established by 
hospital in conjunction with American Cancer Society to provide free 
mammograms to 100 uninsured, high-risk women next year (at two 
hospitals and through use of mobile unit) 



Program #2: Hospital-Provided Inoculations 

Committee found that infectious disease still causes many (preventable) 
illnesses and deaths, despiie reduced incidence of these diseases overall 

In response, new influenza immunization program was developed to 
provide vaccines as part of heatth screenings conducted by hospitals (in 
partnership with other community agencies); previously, all 
immunizations were administered in physician offices 

In 1992, hospitals administered 2,800 influenza vaccines at a cost of 
$2.90 per vaccine; while no data are available regarding the increase in 
vaccinations from previous years, county hospitals are reporting 
significantly fewer cases of hospiilization for influenza 

This year, each hospital is donating 1,000 doses of pneumococcal 
vaccine to be administered in conjunction with influenza vaccine at 
public heatth centers, elder service centen and 29 Visiting Nurses 
Association immunization sites; cost to each hospital equals $5,740 

Program #3: Car Seat Safety Program Run by Volunteers 

Although incidence of death by motor vehicle crash was lower in county 
than both the national baseline and the national objective, committee 
believed that the county should strive for even fewer such preventable 
deaths, setting goal of I 0  deaths per 100,000 population 

One program to help reach this goal: "Safe Kids Coalition," a volunteer 
group led by a community pediatrician, which works to ensure child 
safety 

Last year, volunteers conducted 650 car seat safety checks at local day 
care centers, educating those parents using below-standard safety seats 
(or not using them at all) 

Source: Advisory Board interviews 



Case Example #12 

Hospitals, School District Create "Health Care High School" 
that Spurs Interest in Health-Related Careers 

Description 

Inner-city school district and local hospital council work together to 
establish high school curriculum with focus on health care field 

Primary Goal: To expose interested students to an array of health 
care professions so they may make better-informed career choices; 
Secondary Objective: To create a "pipeline" of health care 
professionals for the community 

"Health care high school" part of a broader "magnet school" program 
which allows students to gain specialized experience in areas of 
interest 

"Magnet school" program offers six different specialized curricula, 
encourages students to pursue higher education in these fields 

Magnet Schools Encourage Higher Education in Six Areas 

Health Professions 
Communication Professions 

Computer Professions 
Teaching Professions 
Math and Science Professions 
Liberal Arts Curriculum 

All six "magnet schools" housed in one building 

Students must complete regular high school curriculum in addition to 
working in area of specialty 



Specialized portion of curriculum comprised of series of structured 
experiences in health care arena 

- In program, students gain general exposure to health care system, 
tour hospitals and other health care facilities, receive instruction in 
specific occupations, perform internships in various health care 
settings 

Health Care High School Curriculum 
Maximizes Exposure to the Health Care Field 

Freshman Year Sophomore Year Junior Year Senior Year 

~ospiial'and other Group exposure to Two years of internships working 
facility tours; the day-to-day one-on-one with on-siie "preceptors" to 
general exposure to activities in various gain very specific experience, develop skills 
the health care professions: appropriate to various agencies providing 
system Physicians health care . Critical Carr 

Nurses . Physical 
Therapists . Occupational 
Therapists . Medical Records 
Personnel 

Program has a clinical coordinator (retired hospital vice president) 
who oversees clinical portion of curriculum; liaison position will be 
created to help develop the internship experiences 

- Advisory committee comprised of community representatives 
provides guidance to program; however, school board (along with 
principal) has ultimate governance responsibility 
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Costs 

Local hospital council and  area health care providers donate time and 
raise money for specialized cumculum; a d d  cash outlay for hospital 
is inconsequential 

Sporting event fund raiser (with teams of health care professionals 
sponsored by hospitals, physicians, and health-related companies) 
organized by hospital council raised $1 10,000 in first year, $130,000 in 
second year 

- Funds raised are used to support operating costs of program 

Hospital Council Raises Funds 
To Support Health Care High School 

Salary of clinical coordinator (director of program) 

Salary of agency liaison (to set up and coordinate internships) 
Student compensation for a summer enrichment program 
Scholarship program for higher education 

That said, most valuable contribution to program definitely the 
volunteer time "donated" by health care providers who sponsor 
student internships; preceptors support 320 internships annually 

All "regular" school expenses (e.g., general-curriculum teachers, 
building repair and maintenance costs), as well as transportation to 
internship locations, lab coats and other related costs are borne by the 
school district 



Results 

"Health care high school" boasts high success rate; to date, 27 
students have graduated from program-and over 70% are pursuing 
higher education in the health care field 

21 out of 27 pursuing higher education (a success in itself for an 
inner-city school system) 

Of these 21 students, 20 are pursuing a career in the health care field 

Nearly Three-Quarters of Graduates 
Pursue Higher Education in Health Care 

6 Program Participants 
Not Pursuing Higher Education 

Pursuing Higher Education 
(20 in the Heahh Care Field) 

Source: Advisory Ebard interviews 



Legal Caveat 

t 

Reducing service duplication through joint purchase of new 
technologies or joint provision of clinical services will likely raise 
complex legal issues regarding antitrust behavior. 

1 
E 

The Advisory Board strongly suggests that hospitals considering 
the pursuit of such ventures consult with legal counsel. 

Chapter Two: 

Reducing Service Duplication 



Chapter Two 

Nine Salient Observations 
on Reducing Service Duplication 

Observation #1 

Reducing senice duplication the second best opportunity for 
hospital-hospital collaboration; hospitals strongly encouraged to 
explore these efforts, in which partners jointly provide needed clinical 
senices by sharing costs and splitting revenues from pooled patient 
volume 

Observation #2 

Two types of collaborative programs to reduce service duplication: 
first is where partners jointly operate a new service (instead of each 
investing in competing facilities); second type is when participants 
consolidate existing multiple services into fewer locations 

Two Types of Collaborative Efforts 
To  Reduce Service Duplication 

Program 

joint purchase, operation 
of new service 

Rationalization of existing. 
competing services 

Description 

Participating institutions share in acquisition. 
operation and management of one new facility 
or service (rather than each independently 
offering competing services) 

Participating institutions consolidate multiple 
facilities or services into fewer locations 

Often partnen may "diwy up" services; for 
example, two hospitals that both offer open 
heart and oncology services may decide to 
consolidate all cardiac services at one hospital 
and all cancer services at the other institution 
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Observation #3 

Advisory Board View: Duplication reduction efforts are most 
successful when aimed at new services (rather than the consolidation 
of existing facilities) 

Observation #4 

In fact, partnerships for new services often enable hospitals to acquire 
technologies that otherwise would have been prohibitively expensive; it 
is not uncommon for ventures to boost profits by hundreds of 
thousands of dollars 

Joint Ownership of New Services Offers Clear Financial Benefits 1 .  
Technologj/Service Description Benefits 

MRI 

P€r 

Lithotripsy 

Cardiac Services 

Oncology Services 

Two hospitals shared purchase of $700,000 annual cost savings 
$3 million MRI machine 

Two hospiils shared $5.7 million . Cost per PET exam almost cut 
investment for equipment and in half because patient volumes 
facility constmaion shared by two facilities 

Two hospitals splt investment . Center is promable 
cost of $3 million for equipment . would-be competiton have 
purchase shied away f m  entering 

market 

One hosp'ka provides angioplasty, . Cardioloa discharges increased 
open heart services, second 
hospital will provide outpatient 
cardiac care: total investment 
costs of $6 million will be shared 

$1.2 million investment cost of 
new oncology facility shared by 
local and wt-of-state hospital 

Estimated increase in prof@ of 
$83.000 (over pmfk 
generated if each hospital built 
its own open heart program) 

1G% increase in inpatient 
volume for local hospiil 

23% increase in outpatient 
volume for local hospiil 

Increase in specialized case 
referrals for out-of-state 
hospital 



Observation #5 

In fact, joint ownership is often the only profitable way to expand 
service offerings, as collaboration allows high fixed costs to be spread 
over a larger number of patients 

Observation #6 

Case in Point: Joint surgery center with three partners the only 
profitable option-the development of two (or three) competing 
centers would result in losses for investors 

Advisory Board Estimate: 
Single Shared Ambulatory Surgery Facility 
the Only Way To Make Venture Profitable 

Number of Partner 
Groups per Facilty 

Annual Patient 
Volume per Center' 

Total Revenue' 

Total Costs 

Fixed Costs3 

Variable Costs4 

Total Profit (Loss) 

Profit (Loss) 
per Partner Group 

One Facility 

3 

5,635 

$4,130,000 

$3,170,000 

82,381,100 

$788.900 

$960,000 

$320.000 

Two Facilities 

2 

2,8 18 

$2,065,594 

$2,775,620 

82,381,100 

$394,520 

($7 10,026) 

($355.013) 

Three Facilities 

I 

1,878 

$1,376,574 

$2,644,020 

$2,38 1.100 

$262,920 

($1,267,446) 

($422,482) 

' Assumes total ma patient volume of 5.635 
patients annually. Source. Surgery center 
analpir. 

' Arurmer revenue per m e  equals $733. 
S o m e :  Surgesy center anal+ 

' Assumes annud fixed COB to operate 
ambulator/ surgery center equal 
$2381.100 Sourre: Surgery center 
analpti 

' Asiumes vanable CON per case equal 
$140. Sourre: Adisoiy B o d  mimate, 

Swrce: Gar/ Monfmse, Ashby'Monmse & 
Co. Denver. Colorado. 



Observation #7 

Caveat: While such ventures are often successful, they are more 
difficult to negotiate than those addressing community health 
problems; partners must work through the (often contentious) issues 
involving joint management and revenue, profit sharing 

Observation #8 

Nevertheless, collaboration on new senices is unquestionably much 
more likely to succeed than are joint ventures to rationalize existing 
services 



Observation #9 

T w o  reasons fo r  this view: first, the "shuffling" o f  existing services, 
even i f  it yields overall cost savings, is highly l ikely to leave one partner 
a financial "loser," and  second, such ventures often force one partner 
to rel inquish management contro l  over a n  "up-and-running" (and 
perhaps popular) service 

.dvisory Board Hypothetical: 
ationalizing Existing Services 
lay Generate Financial Loss for One Partner 

?fore Clinical Service Rationalization 

Hospital A Hospital B 

Cardiac Services Cardiac Services 

Annual Pmft = $3M Annual Pmft = $lOM 

Oncology Services Oncology Services 

Annual Pmft = $1 2M Annual Pmft = $5M 

Total Annual Profit = $15M I 
fter Clinical Service Rationalization 

Hospital A I 
Oncology Services 

Annual Pmft = $1 EM* 

Change in Profits 
Due to Service 
Rationalization: $3M 

Total Annual Profit = f 15M I 

Hospital B 

Cardiac Se~ces 

Annual Pmft = $14M* 

Change in Profiu 
Due to Service 
Rationalization: ($I M) 



Case Example # 13 

Two Hospitals Avoid Service Duplication 
by Sharing MRI, Saving Nearly $700,000 Annually 

Description 

Two hospitals in small town sharing MRI technology; goal is to 
provide service to community cost-effectively by avoiding expensive 
duplication of technology, as projected MRI volume in area was not 
sufficient to warrant two machines 

MRI equipment purchased by (and located in) larger hospital; 
through lease arrangement, smaller hospital's medical staff has full 
access to equipment 

A microwavelink between the two hospitals allows smaller hospital's 
physicians to receive MRI results, facilitating rapid reporting 

The two hospital CEOs negotiated the leasing arrangement; initial 
contract signed for a five-year period with an "evergreen clause" so 
that contract terms can be extended indefinitely 

Hospitals Share MRI Cost Via Lease Arrangement 

Hospital A $ Hospital B 
Lease Agreement 
Payment for MRI 

usage at cost 
I 
I 

------------- _I 
Microwave Linkoge: 

Physicians at Hospital B 
receive test results 

Costs 

Cost of microwave linkage (approximately $60,000) borne by smaller 
hospital; the larger institution shouldered the capital expense of 
approximately $3 million for the MRI instrumentation 



Results 

Sharing technology enabled smaller hospital to avoid large capital 
investment for own MRI, while larger hospital able to recoup 
investment earlier due to lease payments; joint venture saves hospitals 
nearly $700,000 

Smaller hospital, which accounts for approximately 650 annual MRI 
procedures (25% of total), was spared unnecessary $3 million 
investment for own MRI 

Smaller hospital's lease payments (amounting to approximately 
$350,000 annually) will enable larger hospital to recoup investment 
sooner than if joint venture was not pursued 

Annual cost savings of shared technology equal nearly $700,000 

Sharing Technology Saves Hospitals 
Approximately $700,000 Annually 

$1,600,000 

$1,200,000 
Annuol Cost 

of MRl $800,000 
Technology 

$400,000 

$0 ~ r s l m e r  mat each h w p h  would have 

Total Costs without Toal Costs with invested in MRI technolw, ffaed costs 

Shared Technology Shared Technology' equal 80$ oftotal c o ~ :  vaMe corts 
equd $66 pa  er; totd patient volume 
of 26CQ patients annvalh. would have been 
rplt 75%J25% between Horprtak A and 8. 
Source: Adirary Board an+ir. ~ I Swrce: Hospltai A 

Source: Advisory Board interviews 



Case Example #14 

Competing Hospitals Buy Joint PET Facility, Saving 
an Estimated $350,000 Annually for Each Hospital 

Description 

Two competing hospitals and a radiology group entered into joint 
venture to bring PET technology to market area; goal to provide 
needed community service while sharing burden of capital investment 

Need for PET scanner in community brought to attention of major 
area hospital by local radiology group; at that time, nearest PET 
scanner was located hundreds of miles away 

Market analysis conducted by hospital concluded that patient 
demand in near term (next 10 to 15 years) justified one PET facility in 
area 

- However, large capital investment required to purchase PET scanner 
precluded hospital from acquiring technology on its own 

Result: Hospital approached chief rival regarding joint venture for 
PET facility; two institutions pooled resources to "bankroll" project 

Center, which opened in mid-1992, is located midway between 
hospitals; both institutions' medical staffs have equal access to its 
services 



Hospital partners provided capital and planning support while 
radiology group manages day-to-day operations; board composed of 
two representatives from each hospital and radiology group 

Hospitals Finance, Radiology Group Manages PET Facility 

Radiology Group 

. Staffing Billing 
Marketing . Management 

S"ppon . Located midway Planning Support 
$2.8 Million between two hospitals $2.8 Million 

Nonprofit revenue 
surpluses are 
mnvested 
Six-penon board, with 
two representatves 
each from hospitals 
and radiolog/ group 
All doaon have equal 
access to facility 

Costs 

Costs associated with constructing, operating PET center formidable 

Facility required initial capital investment of $5.7 million for 
construction, equipment; cost was split evenly between the two 
hospitals 

First-year annual operating costs of $1.5 million covers staff, supplies, 
utilities, other ongoing expenses 
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Results 

While facility lost $900,000 in fust year, demand for PET services 
"living up to expectations" of joint venture partners; if future demand 
projections are met, facility should become profitable 

Actual volume of PET scans in first year of operation is "on track" 
with volume of three scans per day (necessitating one Full-time 
technologist) 

Facility volume expected to grow to eight or nine scans per day, at 
which point facility should be profitable 

PET Volume Is  Three Scans Daily and Growing 

Number of PET 
Scons Doily 



Collaboration clearly keeping losses to date to a minimum; Advisory 
Board estimates that sharing PET technology saving each hospital 
$350,000 annually 

Advisory Board Estimate: 
Joint Venture Cuts Cost per PET Exam In Half, 
Yielding an Annual Savings of $350,000 for Each Hospital 

$2,000 
$1.976 

$1.500 

Total Cost per 
PET Exam 

$1.000 

$500 

$0 
Jointly-Owned 

PET Faciliq 

Annual Costs without Joint Venture 

Number of Exams Performed Annually 

Cost Per Exam 

Total Annual Costs 

Annual Costs with Joint Venture 

Number of Exams Performed Annually 

Cost Per Exam 

Total Annual Costs 

Total Cost Savings with Joint Venture 

Cost Savings for Each Hospital 

Individually-Owned 
PET Facilities 

AssurnpUcnr 

I Frxed CON allocated over an e@t-yedr life 

2 Annual patient volume would have been 
rpls evenly bewen two horprtak. 

3 Vanable 'wtr per PET eram are $1 50. 

4 Three P€T eramr p r  day are performed: 
clinic hours are fwe day per week for 52 
week per year 

Source: "Moving Target: Hospitals Take Careful Steps in Acquiring PET," Hosp~tols, April 5. 
1992, pages 58-62 Advisoty Board intewiews and analysis. 



Case Example #15 . .. 

Two Rival Hospitals Establish Successful 
Joint Venture Kidney Stone Center 

Description 

Two fierce competitors set aside differences, "join forces" to provide 
lithotripsy senices to half of state; goal was to expand service 
offerings with minimal investment cost 

Located only two miles apart, the two hospitals had historically 
viewed each other with suspicion, dislike and distrust 

In 1984, institutions began planning joint venture to bring lithotripsy 
technology to region; at that time, there was only one lithotripter in 
the entire state 

Result: Joint project received CON for second lithotripter in state in 
1986; Freestanding kidney stone clinic opened shortly thereafter 

Facility is located halfway between the two hospitals, maximizing 
access for most urologists in service area; facility provides lithotripsy 
services and some urological laser services four days per week 

Kidney center operates as de facto department of both institutions; 
center's director reports to board with representatives from each 
partner hospital 

- All staff positions at center were posted at both hospitals; Result: 
Most of center's staff was derived from existing hospital employees 

Employees at center are on payroll, benefit plan of one hospital 

Center has director overseeing daily operations; director reports to 
four-person board, with two representatives from each hospital 



1 Hospitals Share Staffing, Governance of Kidney Center 
I 

Staffing Staffing 
Kidney Center 

Nonprofit 

Four-person board (two from 
each hospital) 

Provides lithotripsy services. 
some urnlogical laser services 

Open to all medical staff - Open four days per week 

Costs 

Initial capital investment of nearly $3 million (mostly for new 
equipment) shared equally by partner institutions; annual operating 
costs of roughly $1 million are covered by revenues 

80% of Initial Capital Investment for Equipment Purchase 
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Results 

Results to date suggest that center is a success; center generates a 
profit, would-be competitors have shied away from entering market, 
and management is considering significant capacity expansion 

While precise data is not available, center is self-supporting; revenues 
in excess of operating expenses are reinvested in facility 

Both hospitals view project as an unconditional success; a needed 
service is provided to the community in a structure that is beneficial 
to both institutions 

Operating four days per week, center serves approximately 50 patients 
per month (up from 30 when center first opened); consideration 
being given to opening on a fifth day 

High-quality, cost-effective service provided by center has 
discouraged competitors in the area from entering market 

Patient Volume Jumps 67% Since Center's Opening 

SO 
50 

40 

30 Patient Volume 
(Potients per Month) 20 

10 

0 

Source: "Starting a Joint Venture Kidney Stone Center," Heolrh Core Strategic Management. 
December 1989. pages 12- 15; Advisory Board interviews. 



Case Example #16 

Community Hospitals Jointly Develop 
Full Array of New Services, Rationalize Current Ones 

Description 

Two hospitals with view toward avoiding service duplication are 
collaborating on various technologies through creation of a joint 
nonprofit organization 

Cooperative mind-set between two hospitals had long history: 
despite significant duplication of some services, each hospital had 
previously agreed to "diwy up" a few specialized services 

Hospitals "Divide Up" a Few Specialized Services 

Hospital A Hospital B 

Maternal and Child 
Mental He& Unit 

Subsance Abuse 
Neonatal Care Unit 

- To facilitate CON approval for development of technology-intensive 
services, a joint nonprofit organization was created 



Board of joint organization includes fourteen representatives, 
responsible for governance of collaborative ventures 

Board representation is shared equally between hospitals 

Board will direct joint planning process for collaborative efforts, 
including: 

- New service consideration 

- Equipment purchases 

- Capital acquisition 

- CON application 

Current plans delineate three new senices to be jointly owned and 
financed; joint MRI and lithotripsy units will be located at smaller 
hospital, while cardiac catheterization laboratory will be located at 
larger hospital 

Both medical staffs will have access to all services; physician 
convenience not affected because hospitals are less than one mile 
apart 

Future joint services are planned, including upgrade of trauma 
services and a service for AIDS care 

Joint Services Shared by Hospitals 

Medical staffs hove 
access.to all three 

Hospital A Hospital B 

Cardiac 
Catheterization Lithotripsy Unit 
Laboratory 

Joint Organization 

Nonprofit 
Will apply for CONS 
for joint services 



Hospitals also currently rationalizing cardiology and neurosurgery 
services in an effort to lower costs and improve quality; ultimate god  
is for one hospital t o  handle 80% of all cardiology cases whiie the 
other hospital handles neurosurgery 

Cardiology services slowly being moved to one hospital; hospital 
originally handled approximately 60% of total volume, now handles 
70% with an ultimate goal of 80% 

One Hospital Partner 
Will Increase Cardiology Volume to 80% of Total 

80% 
Percentage of 

Total Cardiology 60% 

Volume, 40% 
Hospital A 

20% 

0% 
Volume Before CurrentVolume ProiectedVolume 
Jointventure 

Neurosurgery services have not yet been shifted; goal is for second 
hospital to handle 80% of all cases (up from current 60%) 



Costs 

AU capital costs, operating costs and revenues associated with 
collaborative technologies will be applied directly to joint 
organization, which is funded by both hospitals 

$6.5 million investment required to Fund three joint projects to date 

. Hospitals Equally Share $6.5 Million Investment 

$3 million for MRI technology 

$2 million for lithotripsy equipment 
$1.5 million for cath lab 

I f  acting independently, each hospital would have had difficulty 
affording the investment and qualifying for CONS for all three 
services; only one CON would have been awarded per service, so 
"winning" hospital would have had to "foot the bill" on its own 

Results 

Too early to evaluate results; up to  $1 m u i o n  total cost savings is 
projected, while impact o n  market share will be tracked 

Hospitals project combined savings of $500,000 to $1 million through 
greater operating efficiencies: 

- Joint purchasing of equipment, supplies and blood 

- Joint pharmacy and formulary inventory procedures 

- Shared nurse staffing in the area of infection control 

Market share growth resulting from joint services will be tracked via a 
regional hospital database 

Source: Advisofy Board intelviews. 



Case Example # 17 

Joint Ambulatory Surgery Center Boosts Annual Profits 
by Almost $1 Million 

Description 

Two competing hospitals and joint medical staff collaborate on 
ambulatory surgery center; medical park with four operating rooms, 
diagnostic services, medical services and overnight recovery bed 
capability is located halfway between two hospitals 

- Each of three groups had been prepared to build a center; groups had 
not attempted any joint efforts prior to this opportunity (and mistrust 
prevailed) 

Independent facilitator was employed to assist in communication and 
analysis; extensive feasibility research and negotiations took nine 
months, after which joint corporation was formed 

Goals of joining forces were twofold; First Goal: To increase hospital 
efficiency and improve convenience for patients and physicians by 
transferring all outpatient procedures to a lower-cost, non-hospital 
environment 

Second Goal: To attract (and retain) payers and patients by providing 
a low-cost setting for ambulatory procedures (hospitals shared a 
combined annual volume of 21,400 surgeries, of which 58% were 
being performed on an outpatient basis) 

Two hospitals and physicians share equity in medical park, with equal 
financial risks and rewards 

Hospitals, Physicians Share Equity Equally 

Physicians 

Staff privileges at both hospiials 1 
' h  Equity 

Ambulatory Care 
Hospital B 

Medical Park 1- ' 13  Eouitv 

Four operating moms 
Medical offices 
Diagnonic sewices 
Overnight recover/ beds 



Board is comprised of seven physicians and two representatives from 
each hospital; all agreements are made by consensus 

Day-to-day management for the facility is provided by an 
independent management company 

Board Representation Shared by Three Parties 

Medical Park 
Governing Board 
(Eleven members) 

Daily 

Independent 
Management 

Company 



Cosu 

Total cost of venture estimated to be $5 million (equally shared 
by all partners) 

Capital required to build center estimated to be $4.7 million; equal 
capital contributions were made by the three parties 

Consulting fees for feasibility study and facilitation were $150,000; 
legal and accounting fees amounted to an additional $150,000 

Cost of Joint Project Estimated to be $5 Million 

Building 
Building $2,160,000 

Design 150,000 

Equipment and Furniture 1,500,000 

Land 
Land 570,000 
Site Development 350,000 
Civil Engineering and Landscape Architecture 26,000 

Consulting Fees 150,000 

Legal and Accounting Fees 150.000 

Total Costs $5,056,000* 
' Total corts were r h d  equalk by two 

horphals and phwian grmp. 



Results 

Advisory Board Estimate: Joint surgery center with three partners the 
only profitable option; two (or three) centers pursued independently 
could have resulted in million-dollar loss for investors 

Advisory Board Estimate: 
Collaboration Turns Potential Million-Dollar Loss 
Into Million-Dollar Profit 

Number of Partner 
Groups per Facility 

Annual Patient 
Volume per Center' 

Total Revenue' 

Total Costs 

F ix4  Cost? 

Vorioble Costs4 

Total Profit (Loss) 

Profit (Loss) 
per Partner Group 

One Facility 

3 

5.635 

$4,130,000 

$3,170,000 

$2.38 1,100 

$788,900 

$960,000 

$320,000 

Two Facilities 

2 

2,8 18 

$2,065,594 

$2,775,620 

$2,38 1. I00 

$394.520 

($7 10,026) 

($3SS,O 13) 

Three Facilities 

I 

1,878 

$1,376,574 

$2,644,020 

$2,381,100 

$262,920 

(0 1,267,446) 

(9422.482) 

Source: Gary Montmse, Ashby'Montrose & Co., Denver, Colorado; Adviory Board analysis. 

' k m r  tot4 am patient vobme of 5,635 
patients annualh Sourre: Surgery center 

= ' a b  

k m e r  rwenue per w equak $733. 
h n e :  S u m  center mbr 

' Alarme! mud fried corn to operate 
ambuhtwy surge!) center equal 
'62381,IW h e  Surgerycenter 
WE 
Alarm v d l e  corn per case equal 
$140. burre: Adhv Board erOnafe. 



Case Example #18 

Two Community Hospitals "Divvy Up" 
Cardiac Services under Contractual Arrangement 

Descriotion 

Two area hospitals in race to provide open heart surgery are 
compelled to collaborate on program; goal was to create a financially 
competitive, high-quality program with volumes adequate to meet 
CON requirements 

Both institutions were awarded CONS for open heart surgery which 
contained minimum-volume requirements 

Problem: Feasibility study concluded that community could readily 
support one, but not two, open-heart programs (given CON volume 
stipulations of 200 patients annually) 

Hospitals entered into contractual agreement to jointly operate one - . . 
open heart program (since creating a separate joint venture entity 
could have required reapplying for a CON) through use of the "best 
and brightest"of both hospitaistaffs 

Larger hospital (with more OR space, critical care beds) designated to 
house joint open heart program; in return, freestanding cardiac care 
center will be built near smaller hospital 

I Cardiac Services Shared by Two Hospitals 

I Hospital A 

Annioplastv services 

I Other screening services 

- ,  , 

Open heart surgery services 

I Rehabilitation services 

Profits split 55/45 (with larger 

I Profits split 50/50f 

Freestanding Facility 

share going to Hospital A) Outpatient cardiac 
catheterization laboratory 



Costs 

Total investment of approximately 56 million required for open heart 
program and cardiac center 

Open heart program required initial capital investment of $2 million 
for equipment and building renovation (70% contributed by larger 
hospital) 

Plans for cardiac center require total investment of $4 million, to be 
split equally between hospitals 

Results 

Both institutions view joint operating agreement as success; together, 
hospitals are providing more senices to community (and treating 
more patients) than either could have done alone 

Program provides needed service to community; before program, 
patients were travelling over fifty miles to nearest open heart 
programs for treatment 

Since inception of joint program, cardiology discharges at larger 
hospital have increased by 15%; smaller hospital has also observed 
increases in patient volume 
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Advisory Board Estimate: Collaboration has helped to boost annual 
profits by $850,000 (in comparison to profits if each hospital had 
pursued open heart program on its own) 

Advisory Board Estimate: 
Collaboration Boosts Total Profits by $850,000 

$1,600 

$1,400 

$1,200 

Annual $1,000 

Profa $800 
(Thousands) 

$600 

$400 

8200 

$0 

$1.6 Million 

Increase in Profits 
Due to Collaboration: 

Joint Program Separate Programs 

Source: Advisory Board intewiews. 

I Fxed invertment vl open hedR pmgnm or 
$2 million allocated wer ten years H o w  
A  would have invested $2 million ~f 
developing N own p q m :  Horpiia B 
wouM have invested $15 million d 
dewlowg N ohn pmgnm (Source: 
Hospllal A). 

2 Other fixed coN equal S7W.000 annualh 
(burre: A & i q  Board anal* and 
i n tdws) .  

4 VaMble cm! per a% equal $lO.C03 
(Source: A d r i q  Board analyrir and 
intwiev.5). 



Case Example #19 101 

Joint Oncology Program Generates Increased Patient Volumes 
for Both Hospital Partners 

Recognized out-of-state oncology center develops seven-year 
afffiation with local medical center to establish joint outpatient 
oncology program located on the local medical center's campus 

Goal of local center was to improve access and quality of care for area 
residents, and to enhance its image and patient volumes; goal of 
out-of-state center was to expand research case material and to 
generate referrals of "special" cases that could not be treated locally 

New program provides chemotherapy, radiation therapy and 
supporting services; local medical center incorporated all of its 
current outpatient services into joint entity 

Program contracted with a local oncology group and independent 
practitioners to act as contract medical staff for the facility 

A new oncology center will ultimately be constructed to house 
program; construction should begin in 1994 

Joint Facility Located on Local Hospital's Campus 

International reputation 
as a cancer center 

Capital 

Out-of-State Hospital 
38 dedicated oncology I kds 

Local Hospital 1 

Technolou Exisring o n c o b  

Patient treatment service 
*ems 

Training for local Chemotherapy 
phpicians Radiation therapy 

I I 
Lotaced on Iota1 hospitals campus 

Local oncology group, olher phyriiam 
a n  as contract staff 



Board is comprised of three members from each institution (although 
out-of-state center manages the program) 

Board responsibilities include general overview of facility, strategic 
development, and policy development 

Out-of-state hospital provides daily management (both business and 
clinical) according to management contract; three top officers of 
corporation-CEO, CFO and Medical Director-are employed by 
out-of-state hospital 

Costs 

Initial capital requirement for start-up was approximately $1.2 
million, provided by local center but subject to 50% repayment by 
out-of-state hospital, investment was minimized by locating center in 
a building where radiation therapy was already located 

Two Hospitals Share ownership, Profits of Oncology Program 

\ $600,000 note for 
repayment of 

50% ownership investment funds 50% ownership 
$1.2 million capital 

investment 

Oncology Program Lr' + 
(Profits* Because local center is gwen credn for 

patient base n bought to the pmieci 
pmk are rplt horn additional patientr 
only. rubjm to a mlrtually agreed-upon 
fwnuh. 
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Results 

Project is a success for bo th  institutions; local medical center enjoying 
a notable increase in bo th  inpatient and outpatient volume since new 
facility was developed, while out-of-state center reporting an increase 

in referral volumes 

Oncology Program Increases Patient Volumes for Both Hospitals 

Local Hospital lncreases Patient Volumes, Improves Patient Satisfaction 

Local center reporting patient volume increases of 10% for inpatient 
services and 23% for outpatient services; market share has increased as 
well 

Although patient satisfaction was not tracked prior to  facility 
construction, current patient satisfaction is extremely high 

Out-of-State Hospital lncreases Case Referrals, Enhances Research Effort 

While no data available, local hospital reports that specialized case 
refenals to the out-of-state center have increased: without joint effort. 
case refenals would have declined because of significant oncology 
competition in the area 

In addition, out-of-state facility has enhanced its reseaxh through 
affiliation: local patients have been treated according to facility's care 
protocols, providing additional data for research and evaluation of 
patient outcomes 

Sourre: "Joint Oncology Programs Offer Market Opportunities," Health Core Svotegtc 
Management. October 1990. pages I. 19-22: "Alliance Strengthens Care." Health Core 
Strategic Management. December 1990, pages 9-1 2; "Florida Outreach Ftts Plan," Health 
Core Strategic Management. February 199 I ,  pages 8- 10; Advisory bard interviews. 



I Chapter Three: 

Legal Caveat 

I 
I 

Joint ventures to pursue managed care contracts and capitation 
will likely raise complex legal issues regarding antitrust behavior. 

Preparing for Managed Care and Capitation 

The Advisory Board strongly suggests that hospitals considering 
the pursuit of such ventures consult with legal counsel. 



Chapter Three 

Five Salient Observations 
on Preparing for Managed Care and Capitation 

Observation #I 

Joint ventures to prepare for managed care and capitation are among 
the least successful types of collaboration (and should only be pursued 
opportunistically) 

Observation #2 

Intended goal of these partnerships is to win (and profitably manage) 
payer contracts through joint negotiation and/or by cutting costs, 
providing geographic coverage, or improving quality 



Collaborative Efforts To Win Contracts Focus on Payer Appeal 

Appeal to Payers Description Example 

Joint Negotiation 

Lower Costs 

Higher Quality 

Geographic 
Coverage 

Payers negotiate with one Two hospitals create a joint 
contracting entity representing organization to assess and 
several hospitals negotiate managed care 

contracts that will bind both 
organizations 

Payers seek providers who can . Communrty hospital, 
provide effective patient children's hospital jointly 
treatment in lower-cost care manage care under 
modalities capitated contracts 

' (Low-cost) community 
hospital provides routine 
care, while (specialty) 
children's hospital provides 
more complex services 

Intended Result: To reduce 
overall costs of care 

Payers seek providers who can . Community hospitals 
prove high quality of care provide clinical, patient 
through low mohidity, low satisfaction measures to 
mortality and other patient common database 
outcomes measurements "Best" hospitals rewarded 

with higher patient volumes 

All hospitals use data to 
improve quality and to 
reduce costs 

Pavers contract WI den . Two hospitals in adjoining 
who can maximize patient market areas contract jointly 
access through broad Result: Hospitals can 
geographic coverage provide services to patients 

in a (now expanded) 
geographic area 



Observation #3 

Advisory Board View: Even best hospital-hospital collaborative efforts 
not central t o  winning (profitable) managed care and capitated 
contracts; vertical integration wi th physicians much more central t o  
profit ing from managed care 

Hospital-Hospital Partnerships Do Not Offer Payers 
What Integration with Physicians Can 

Appropriate Physician Mix 

Payers want to align with systems that have close ties with an 
appropriate mix of physicians; hospital collaboration in no way 
rationalizes the mix and number of physicians on their respective 
medical staffs 

Appropriate Modaliry of Care 

Payers are drawn to systems in which physicians direct patients to the 
appropriate care modalities within the system, x, that care can be 
delivered in the most cost-effective locations; hospital collaboration does 
not ensure that physicians will direct patients within full network of care 
options 

High Quality of Care 

Payers want to observe the highest quality care at the lowest cost 
hospital ties through collaborative efforts are too loose to ensure that 
physicians will adhere to joint standards for utilization review or quality 
assurance 

Capitated Risk 

Payers increasingly want to contract with providers who will accept the 
capitated risk for the entire continuum of care (i.e., providers who 
accept a fixed price per month per enrollee for all health care services) 

Collaborative ties among hospitals do little to help manage this type of 
risk economic integration between hospitals and physicians is much 
more important 



Observation #4 

That is not to say that some collaborative efforts for managed care are 
not worthwhile; best programs must go beyond joint contract 
negotiation (which can ultimately be circumvented) to actually 
lowering costs, improving quality and/or enhancing patient access 

Payers Can Circumvent (Loose) Joint Negotiation Programs 

Payer 

I 
Hospitals create joint 
contracting entity to Contracting Entity 

negotiate with payers 0 \ 
0 

/ 
\ 

. / \ 

I I + 

Payer can 
circumvent 
convacring 
entity and 
negotiate 
individual 

controcu with 
providers 

Hospital A Hospital B 



Observation #5 

In fact, joint programs which actually achieve lower costs or higher 
quality than could have been realized by  the partners independently 
are very likely to  appeal to  payers (and lead to increased patient 
volumes for all hospitals involved) 

Joint Venture To Pursue Capitated Contracts for Pediatric 
Patients Increases Patient Volume for Both Partners 

Two Hospitals Pursue Capitated Contracts 

Communrty hospital and children's hospital create a joint venture to 
pursue capitated contracts that allow providen to supply all health care 
services to a given population of children for a set amount of money per 
month 

Treatment in Appropriate Modality Appeals to Payers 

Appeal to Payerr: joint care provision allows highest-quality care in the 
most cost-effective setting 

Community hospital is most cost-effective for "routine" care; children's 
hospital most efficiently treats complex cases 

Physicians guide patient to the best-suited, most cost-effective care 
available in the network patient may be admitted to community 
hospital, transferred to children's hospital for specialized care, then sent 
back to community hospital for less-expensive recovery 

Result: Enhanced Patient Volumes, Improved Quality 

Low-cost high-quality treatment possible through collaboration appeals 
to payers; one (very iarge) capitated contract negotiated so far . Both hospitals report enhanced patient volumes as well as stable or 
increased market share through collaborative effort 

Surveys of patient families, physicians, nurses and hospital staff memben 
indicate that jointly-developed standards of care, other quality assurance 
measures have significantly enhanced quality of care 

Source: %hard]. Miller. et d. "bint.Venture 
Captatbn Model Can Strengthen 
Market Share" Hmltkm Fhuloual 
Management june 199 1, pap 9 2  
~ B o a r d m l ~  



Collaborative Outcomes Tracking 
Increases Quality, Reduces Costs 

Hospital Collaboration Allows Purchaser Assessment of Providers 

Through collaborative venture, 30 hospitals report uniform measures of 
outcomes and patient satisfaction, which are compiled in semiannual 
reports and distributed to local employes 

Area purchasen (representing 350,000 covered lives) then provide 
strong incentives to their employees to utilize hospitals achieving the 
best patient outcomes at the lowest cost 

(Predicted) Result: Increased Volumes for High-Quality Hospitals. 
Improved Performance for Others 

Theory: Hospitals that perform best will be rewarded with greater 
patient volume, while those that are below average will have a powerful 
incentive to improve quality andlor reduce costs 

Two semiannual data reports have been distributed to date: while no 
hard data available, hospitals reportedly are using information internally 
to improve services, and employers are evaluating the data (although no 
purchasing decisions have yet been made) 



Case Example #20 

Hospitals, Employers, Physicians Build Comprehensive 
Outcomes Tracking Database 

Thirty hospitals, area physicians, and local employers form voluntary 
coalition to measure and report patient outcomes 

Goal is Twofold: To allow area purchasers (representing 350,000 
lives) to encourage patients to choose high-quality, cost-effective 
providers, and to allow providers to see how they "stack up" against 
competitors (so they can improve performance) 

Hospitals report uniform measures of outcomes and patient 
satisfaction; local employers then provide strong incentives to their 
employees to utilize hospitals achieving the best patient outcomes at 
the lowest cost 

- Theory: Hospitals that perform best will be rewarded with greater 
patient volume, while those that are below average will have a 
powerful incentive to improve their performance 

Over time, increase in system-wide productivity will help to finance 
the cost of extending coverage to the uninsured and underinsured 



Outcomes Data Drives Purchasing Decisions, 
Internal Improvement 

I Patients enter hospitals for inpatient service I*- 

+ 
Information is used to 
choose high-quality, 
cost-effective hospital 
services and to modify 
benefit plans 

Plan changes are 
communicated to 
employees, with 
incentives to choose 
high-quality, low-cost 
hospitals 

Monitoring of 
information continues; 
purchasing decisions 
may be altered as new 
data becomes 
available 

/ 

Heokh core 
purchasing 
decisions 
__j 

- 
Outcomes measures 
collected, entered into 
database 

Hospitals compare 
performance to that of 
others in area 

Hospital staff and 
physicians use 
information for quality 
improvement 

Goal is to be chosen 
by large block, of 
employees for their 
health care needs 

Patient satisfaction 
measures collected, 

Database reports are analyzed by 
consultanu and an independent technical 
group of physicians, business professionals 
and medical staff representatives and then 
distributed to hospitals and businesses 

- 
Data is analyzed by 
business community 

- 

Data is analyzed by 
hospitals 

I 



Coalition participants include both employer and provider 
organizations, representatives of which administer program 

I Coalition Comprised of Employer and Provider Organizations 

Represents over 30 
hospitals in northeast 

Employer Council I 
Represents over 140 
employen 

h a l l  Business Council 

Represents o w  7.000 
smaller employers 



Measures of patient outcomes and patient satisfaction are supplied by 
hospitals according to uniform standards; two comprehensive data 
reports are published annually and distributed to coalition members 

Program uses two outcomes tracking models to compare general 
medical, intensive care, general surgical, and obstetrics/gynecology 
outcomes across hospitals, as well as a questionnaire to determine 
patient assessment of care 

Variety of Clinical, Patient Satisfaction Measures Are Collected 

General Medical Outcomes 

Companson of (severity-adjusted) 
observed outcomes with: 
- Predicted mortality 
- Prediaed iength of stay 

Tracking o i  outcomes measurements for 
five medical condrtions: 
- Heart attack 
- Congestive heart failure 
- Stroke 
- Pneumonia 
- Chronic obstmct~e lung disease 

Intensive Care Outcomes - Companson of (severity-adjusted) 
observed outcomes with: 
- Predicted mortality 
- Predicted length of stay 

General Surgical Outcomes - comparison of (severitpadjusted) 
observed outcomes with: 
- Predicted length of stay 

Tracking of outcomes measurements for 
eight surgical procedures: 
- Coronary artety bypass 
- Major blood vessel repair or bypass 
- Lung reseaion 
- Lower bowel resection 
- Spine surgery 
- Repair o i  fracture and hip 

replacement 
- Prostatectomy 
- Hysterectomy 

Obstevics and Gynecology Outcomes 

Comparison of (severity-adjusted) 
observed outcomes with: 
- Predicted mortality 
- Predicted length of stay 
- Predicted Cesarean-section rate 
- Hospital-acquired advene events 
- Neonatal outcomes 

Tracking of outcomes measurements for: 
- Live births 

Patient Satisfaction Questionnaire 

General Quenions: 

Would patient return to hospital for 
treatment? 

Would patient brag about hospital to 
othen? 

Would patient recommend hospiil to 
friends and family? 

spec if^ Quenionr 

Sixty-nine questions regarding eleven 
areas of hospital service: 
- Admission procedure 
- Daib care 
- Securing information 
- Nursing care 
- Physician care 
- Ancillary services 
- Housekeeping 
- Living arrangements 
- Discharge 
- Billing 
- Food quality 



Costs 

During two years of start-up and operation, program incurred $3 
million in annual costs for vendor fees, abstraction and data fees, and 
system development; three-quarters of cost borne by hospitals, while 
remainder is financed by corporations and foundation grants 

Results 

Two semiannual data reports have been distributed to date; while no 
hard data available, hospitals reportedly are using information 
internally to improve senices, and employers are evaluating the data 
(although no purchasing decisions have yet been made) 

Coalition expects that more disease- and procedure-specific 
information will be available in the future; Reason: As database 
expands, sufficient volumes of patients will permit further refinement 
of data 

Source: Coalition documents: Advisory Board interviews 



Case Example #2 1 

Two Hospitals Pursue Capitated Contracts 
for Pediatric Patients, Increase Patient Volume 

Descriotion 

Children's hospital and community hospital create a joint venture to 
pursue capitated contracts to provide all health care services to a given 
population of children for a lixed amount of money per month 

Goal is to attract managed care contracts by providing the most 
cost-effective care possible; theory that community hospital is more 
cost-effective for "routine" care, while children's hospital more 
efficiently treats complex cases 

- Children's hospital receives more than 50% of patient volume from 
its primary service area; market share is significantly lower in 
secondary service area 

Community hospital provides a full range of inpatient and outpatient 
services; hospital includes a 16-bed pediatric unit and can provide 
newborn nursing for 37 infants 

Hospitals recognized opportunity to lower costs and improve service 
delivery by jointly providing inpatient care to capitated patients 
within a designated geographic area 

Capitation Agreement Covers Large Portion 
of Hospitals' Service Areas 

, 
Area covered by 

capitation agreement 

Swrte: Pichard]. Miller, et A ,  'loint-Venture. 
Captam Model Can Strengthen 
Market Shm." Healkare Finoncia1 
Monoganen~ June 199 1. page 92. 



Five Benefits to Joint Capitation Arrangement 

I Benefit#I Increased market share 

Benefit #2 Positive cash flow (if costs are effectively controlled) 

Benefit #3 Increased referrals to and between hospitals 

Benefit #4 Improved quality and reduced financial risk 

Benefit #5 Lower costs, as treatment will occur in the least costly 
environment 

Children's hospital provides most tertiary services, consulting 
expertise and case management services; community hospital 
provides routine patient care as well as administrative functions 

Physicians guide patient to the best-suited, most cost-effective care 
available in the network; patient may be admitted to community 
hospital, transferred to children's hospital for specialized care, then 
sent back to community hospital for less expensive recovery 

- At each stage of treatment, the patient is covered in full by the 
capitated contract 

/ Patient Receives Care in Most Cost-Effective Setting 

Patlent is admitted to Patient is transferred to Patient is transfemd back 
community hospital close children's hospital for to cornmunlty hospital for 
to home treatment by specialists recovery 

Source: Pichard]. M~ller, el al. 'joint-Venture. 
Qmtbn Model Can S~englkn 
M a k t  Share." Healthcore F,nanaal 
Monymenclune 1991. pap 92. 

Patient requires more 
specalized care for a 
complex condition 



Two HOSPITAL PURSUE CAPITATEI) C O ~ R A C T S  FOR PEDIATRIC PATIENTS, INCREASE PATIENT VOLUME 121 

Hospitals share the financial risk of contract regardless of where care 
is given; hospitals each maintain separate budget for contract 
activities and track revenues and expenses independently, but split 
combined profits (or losses) at  end of year 

Community hospital utilizes a special cost-accounting system to track 
all expenses (direct, indirect, overhead) for contract population 

Direct expenses and revenue associated with pediatric and newborn 
services are separately cost-accounted-community hospital collects 
revenue from contracts and each institution's costs are reimbursed 
through contract fund; any surpluses (or shortages) shared equally 

- Indirect expenses are allocated based on generally accepted 
accounting principles 

Hospitals Share Financial Risk Equally 

Insurer or employer pays set 
fee per month w per enrollee 

Profits (if any) djvided equally Profiis (if any) divided equally Joint Venture 
between hospitals between hospitals 

/ 
/~ . 

v' 
Community 

'9 
Children's 

Hospital rendered occordng to fee schedule Hospital 



No joint governance structure exists; hospitals have a written 
agreement which outlines responsibilities of each hospital, with 
different staff members accountable for various initiatives 

Chief financial officer of children's hospital oversees capitated 
contract 

Hospital staff members are assigned to oversee joint quality efforts 
and other initiatives; under the joint venture: 

- Quality assurance policies have been revised 

- New patient care policies have been implemented 

- Staff members at community hospital have been trained in 
specialized patient care approaches 

- Availability of pediatric supplies and equipment has improved 

Costs 

Development costs were minimal, comprised solely of hospital staff 
time 

Children's hospital devoted full-time nursing director and full-time 
head nurse to the planning process for approximately one year (at a 
cost of about $75,000) 

Community hospital's staff nurses participated during the 
development of quality initiatives 
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Results 

One (large) capitated contract jointly negotiated so far; both hospitals 
report enhanced patient volumes, improved quality of care due to 
collaborative effort 

Hospitals report that increases in patient volumes have compensated 
for minimal stand-alone operating losses (approximately $50,000 
annually) 

Both hospitals have been able to maintain or slightly increase their 
respective market shares through participation in the joint venture 

Surveys of patient families, physicians, nurses and hospital staff 
members indicate that revised standards of care, other quality 
assurance measures have significantly enhanced the of care 
provided at the community hospital 

Source: Rjchard J. Miller, et al., "Joint-Venture, Caprtation Model Can Strengthen Market Share," 
Healthcore Finoncjol Management June 199 1 ,  page 92; dvisor/ Board interviews. 



Case Example #22 

Two Systems Join Forces To Build 
Comprehensive Provider Network 

Two health care systems integrate clinical services within overlapping 
markets; goal is to create a cost-effective system with the geographic 
coverage to serve both systems' managed care populations 

Each system brings to the partnership a unique area of strength 

- System A has a number of acute care facilities 

- System B has a strong primary care network 

Joint projects aimed at consolidating services in three counties (at 
most, 50% of either system's service area is affected by agreements); 
full integration is not appropriate as each system must focus 
independently on non-overlapping markets 

Management and Profit-sharing 
Arrangements Vary in Each County 

County # I  

Synem A. Horpnal 

System 8: Pmhbtwy  Care Network Faciinier 

Both spms sip a pint operalhg 
a p m m t  

Chief adminisbat& officer from Smem 

Both *ems hold wmerihip of arsets 
that each brought to putnehrp: in 

Cwnty #3 

System A Horpial 

County #I 

System A: Horpiab 

System B Pmhbtoty Care Network Facilmer 

Spem B plrthaser 50% r h m  of horpitals 
through debenture vehrle 

S p m  A w t e s  horpiak: Synem B 
operater ambulatorycm network 

System 8: Horpnal and Ambuiatory Care 
Network Facilnies (not afecled by agmment) 

System A owns hoipital 

S p m  B operater horpila! through 
management cootran and & ~ t e s  ash 
to ofset losses imuned by rering 
indigent community 



Systems are forming joint PHO and collaborating o n  tertiary service 
projects; future goals include consolidation o f  additional services t o  
avoid duplication 

Numerous Collaborative Efforts Are Planned or Under Way 

Projects 

Joint PHO 

Cardiology Services 

Oncology Services 

Emergency 
Department Services 

Future Projects 

Description 

A PHO for physicians not already in groups to 
facilitate managed care contracting 

A joint heart and vascular institute 

Service duplication will be avoided by: 

Jointly purchasing and operating radiation 
therapy equipment 

Avoiding creation of new brain tumor program 
at one system (since one already exists at 
second system) 

Reducing duplication of expensive equipment 

Using existing specialists to  handle increases in 
patient volume generated by contracts 

Improving referral relationships 

Coordination between EDs will be improved by: 

Sharing patient records through electronic links 

Combining (low) nighttime patient volumes at  
one ED 

Managed care 

Ambulatory care 

Kidney dialysis 

Graduate medical education 

. Home health care 



Two  SYSTEMS JOIN FORCES TO BUILD COMPREHENSIVE PROVIDER NETWORK 127 

Joint management structure created to oversee all aspects of 
arrangement; responsibilities include consideration of shared strategic 
concerns as well as joint management of one hospital 

No dedicated staff of joint structure; staff members of two systems are 
drawn in to handle certain directives as needed, while projects are 
assigned by joint management structure 

Joint Management Structure Includes Six System Representatives 

System B 

Joint Management Structure 

Sptem A System B 
Senior Vlce President . Chief Financial Oficer 
of Hospiil ARairs Director of Planning 
Vice President of Physician 
Planning and Strategic 
Affairs 

Physician 

Responsibilities 

Oversight of shared strategic issues: 
- Capital expenditure 
- Physician recruitmentlpractice purchase 
- Joint operating budget 
- Strategic planning 
- Assessment of future collaborative ventures 

- Management of one hospital 



128 PREPARING FOR MANAGED CARE AND CAPI'TATION 

Costs 

Systems spent three years developing network; while precise data is 
unavailable, hospital management reports that largest investment was 
staff time invested in building partnership 

Results 

Combined systems offer a full continuum of services that each system 
alone could not provide; network is well-positioned to meet managed 
care demands 

Patient volume has increased markedly since joint efforts began; 
systems speculate that collaboration has contributed significantly to 
this growth 

HMO Enrollment at One System 
Increases I I% In Years Since Afiiliation 

70,000 60,387 
60,000 

50,000 

HMO 40,000 
Enrollment 30,000 

20,000 

10,000 

0 
1990 1993 

Year 

Source: Advisory Board interviews. 



Case Example #23 

Consortium Develops Collaborative 
Programs in Cardiac Services 

Consortium of hospitals, physicians and community groups created 
to determine feasibility for statewide planning of cardiac services; goal 
is to  improve the quality and cost-effectiveness of cardiac care services 
available to  the community 

- Consortium is a partnership between community representatives, 
physicians and 15 hospitals with open heart programs 

Group is committed to the design and support of an integrated 
regional cardiac care system 

Collaborative Cardiac Effort Aims 
To lmprove Quality, Reduce Costs 

lmprove utilization and cost efficiency of cardiac services 

Institute qualrty and outcomes tracking systems 
Provide community and professional education 
Support clinical research 
Provide care to the indigent 

Initial step of consortium was to assess the supply of (and demand 
for) cardiac services in the area 

Market assessment study was performed by an independent 
consultant 

- Study found excess market supply; most programs handling volumes 
under the minimum recommended as necessary for cost-effective, 
high-quality care 



Result: Consortium organized committee system to assess areas for 
collaboration; Strategic Advisory Committee develops plans and 
recommendations for consideration by community-based consortium 
board, while four committees develop work plans to implement 
recommendations 

:our Committees Develop Work Plans 
To Achieve Consortium Goals 

Cesearch 
Zommiaee 

20 Physicians 

Medical records 
personnel 

Director of 
Qual ' i  
Assurance 

2 iCU nurses 

I Administrator 

Strategic Advisory Committee 
Hospital CEOs 

Physicians 

1 Mokes recommendations to Cony~uum Bwrd 
regordig pmgmm development 

Consortium Board 

Health care providen 

Representatives from: 
- Bvsiness and industry 
- Labor 
- Government 
- Minonty communities 

- 

Board appms recommendations, charges 
committees with developing implementation 
plans to achieve recommendations 

15 Medical 
records 
managers 

Quality 
assurance 
personnel 

Phpicians 

Commiuee 

Nurses 

Cardiac 
catheterization 

iervices 
ksessment 
Commiuee 

Former state 
governor 

C imayo r  

Hospiil CEOs 

Director of 
Medical Records 

President of state 
medical 
association 

President of 
HMO (physician) 



Costs 

Initial funding of $200,000 provided by hospital that spearheaded - 
effort; ongoing funding for blaming a d  op&ations has been 
contributed primarily by participating hospitals 

Hospitals Contribute Bulk of Funds for Annual Operations 

Fiscal Year 

Year l 

Year 2 

Year 3 

Contribution per Hospital 

$20.000 

$25,000 

$ 15,000 



Results 

Several collaborative programs are up and running, including a n  
indigent care project, educational symposia, research projects and a 
cardiology data base 

Program #I: Indigent Care Project 

Primary focus is the organization and implementation of patient referral 
system that will provide care for cardiac patients who do not have 
sufficient insurance or income to afford such services 

Referral system is designed to insure that all providers share equally in 
the delivery of care, with services provided on a rotational basis by 
participating hospitals and physicians 

Access to program occun through neighborhood clinics; clinic physician 
serves as primary care provider and refers patients to participating 
cardiologists 

Organization and support of indigent program is handled by the 
Education Committee 

Program was initiated in January 1993; data on program costs is cumntly 
being collected 

Program #2: Educational Symposia 

Consortium offers ongoing educational programs for cardiologists. 
cardiovascular surgeons, primary care physicians, nurses and other 
professionals 

Programs are designed to: 
- Improve the caregivers' knowledge base and skill level 
- Provide cardiology professionals with exposure to state-of-the-art 

technologies and emerging practice modalities 
- Offer cardiac teams opportunities to network with peen throughout 

the state 

Programs planned for 1993 include an ethics symposium and a meeting 
that will address new and emerging technologies; a conference on 
electrophysiology is planned for 1994 

I Planning for educational efforts is supported by the Education 
Committee 



Program #3: Research Projects 

High volume of patients represented by participating providers is 
attracting major studies conducted by external groups; numerous 
research projects are on the horizon, including: 
- Large clinical trials sponsored by pharmaceutical companies and 

device manufacturers 
- Research focusing on surgical outcomes 

Income generated by studies will help fund Consortium-initiated 
research 

Research Committee is responsible for developing the necessary 
policies, procedures and guidelines pertaining to research activities and 
for reviewing and approving projects 

Program #4: Cardiology Data Base 

Uniform cardiology data base was organized in 1993 to provide reports 
that will enable Consortium participants to review and examine 
outcome, qualrty, appropriateness and cost effectiveness of cardiology 
services 

Initial data set was created from information available from state hospital 
association and other organizations 

Study groups will be organized to receive (and respond to) research and 
results groups will: 
- Provide Consortium participants with an opportunrty to  review key 

data pertaining to the delivery of cardiac services 
- Review practice processes, outcomes, and variations 
- Present recommendations for education and quality improvement 

Three study groups have been appointed for 1993: 
- Cardiology Practice Study Group 
- Surgical Outcomes Research Study Group 
- MaleIFemale Cardiac Variations Study Group 

The Data Committee provides advisory and technical support for the 
study groups 

Source: Advisory B o d  interviews. 



Legal Caveat 

Joint ventures to form quasi-mergers will likely raise complex legal 
issues regarding antitrust behavior. 

The Advisov Board strongly suggests that hospitals considering 
the pursuit of such ventures consult with legal counsel. 

I 



Chapter Four 

Six Salient Observations 
on Forming "Quasi-Mergers'' 

Observation #I 

Most elaborate form of hospital partnerships: efforts to create a 
"quasi-merger"; these ventures attempt to achieve the benefits of an 
equity merger while retaining autonomy for the partners via separate 
boards, management structures and operating budgets 

Observation #2 

Advisory Board View: While quasi-mergers can result in some 
significant benefits for partners, such efforts fall far short of what a full 
equity merger could achieve in terms of maximizing bottom-line 
profitability 

Observation #3 

Reason: Key strategic decisions that could move hospital partners 
forward are almost impossible to implement without a clear authority 
that puts the good of the partnership above the needs of one (otherwise 
autonomous) partner 



Observation #4 

Typical Example: Rationalizing clinical services; decisions to move 
clinical service to one hospital or another will be hampered by each 
partners' desire to retain the most lucrative services 

Advisory Board Hypothetical: 
Rationalizing Cardiac, OB Services 
Can Leave One Hospital a Financial "Loser" 

Hospital A Hospital B 

Annual Profits from Cardiac Services 

Before Service Rationalization 20% 80% 

Annual Profits = Annual Profits = 
$2.0 Million $8.0 Million 

After Service Rationalization q 100% 

Annual Profits = Annual Profits = 
$0 3 10.5 Million* 

Annual Profits from OB Services 

Before Service Rationalization 70% 30% 

Annual Profits = Annual Profts = 
$ 1 .4 Million $0.6 Million 

After Service Rationalization 100% 0% 

Annual Profits = Annual Profits = 
$2.5 Million* $0 

Total Annual Profit (Loss) 
from Two Services 

Before Service Rationalization $3.4 Million $8.6 Million 

After Service Rationalization $2.5 Million $ 10.5 Million 

Change in Profit ($0.9 Million) 



Observation #5 

Other (all-important) cost-cutting and revenue-generating initiatives 
are similarly difficult to execute in the absence o f  a full merger 

Profit Allocation May Undermine 
Collaborative Managed Care Contract 

In a full equity merger, hospital system negotiates managed care 
contracts, the profits from which accrue to the system as a whole 
regardless of treatment location 

In a collaborative venture, one partner is likely to "lose out" if enrollees 
do not use the services of each hospital as anticipated; Result Contract 
may "break down" after one year, as "losing" hospital seeks to negotiate 
new deal on its own 

Hypothetical Example: Two hospitals sign capitated contract covering 
100,000 covered lives; revenues from contract allocated according to 
actual patient usage of the two hospitals 

Initial forecasts indicate that an equal number of patients are projected 
to use each hospital, so that revenues are expected to be divided 
"50150: instead. 70% of enrollees use one hospital, leaving management 
of the other institution (rightly or wrongly) feeling "cheated," and 
unwilling to renew the deal: 

Expected Results Aaual Results 



Reducing Corporate Staff Difficult To Achieve without Merger 

In a full equity merger, the resulting entity can reduce corporate 
overhead by mandating that administrative positions be cut and that 
FTEs in clinical departments be combined 

In most collaborative efforts, corporate staff reductions are difficult (if 
not impossible) to  achieve, since each (autonomous) partner has an 
interest in retaining a full complement of corporate and clinical 
administrative staff 



Observation #6 

That said, quasi-mergers can be a useful step on  the road to a full 
merger (and they may produce some moderate financial benefits along 
the way); only problem i s  i f hospitals view these arrangements as a 
substitute for the "real thing" 

Quasi-Merger Helps Two Hospitals Boost Profits $1.3 Million 

Two Hospitals Form Quasi-Merger 

Two hospitals affiliate to create a health system which shares governing 
body only; each hospital retains independent license, CEOs, medical 
staffs and foundations 

Hospitals Merge Support Areas 

Hospitals merged administrative departments (including marketing, 
finance and strategic planning) and pursued cost savings opportunities 
through synergies in support functions 

Result: $1.3 Million in Cost Savings. Revenue Enhancement 

Initiatives projected to generate an estimated $1.3 million in profit 
improvement annually; three-fourths of this improvement was due to 
cost savings from consolidation of administrative areas and joint 
administrative projects. Examples include: 
- Reduction in collection fees due to enhanced negotiating clout with 

collection agency 
- Savings on insurance premiums by combining policies 
- Operational cost savings through centralization of discharge planning 
- Savings on TPA fees and employee benefit program expenses 

through Human Resources Plan consolidations 
- Reduction in audit fees by consolidating contracts with one audit 

firm 
- Sharing of legal, accounting, and architecture services 
- Sharing of laundry services 
- Increase in interest income through better management. 

coordination of investments 



Two Hospitals Use Quasi-Merger as First Step 
Toward Full Equity Merger 

Quasi-Merger Is First Step in Creating Merger 

In first step toward full merger, two hospitals seek to attain efficiencies 
while maintaining independence by creating one holding company with 
two "brand names" 

Joint holding company created to merge both governance structure and 
balance sheets; company ovenees all major support areas for both 
institutions: 
- Strategic Planning 
- Information Systems 
- Human Resources 
- Finance 
- Facilities Management 
- Materials Management 

Hospitals plan to finalize full equity merger within several years 

Initial Efforts Generate Cost Savings 

To date, significant cost savings have been achieved by combining several 
support areas, including corporate administrative staff, information 
systems, purchasing and laundry services 

Future Goal: Full Equity Merger. Clinical Service Rationalization 

Once full merger is in place, hospitals plan to rationalize as many as 15 
clinical services: 
- Pulmonary-Thoracic Services - Orthopedics 
- Cardiology - Urology 
- Obstetrics/Gynecology - General Medicine 
- Psychiatry - Renal Services 
- Ophthalmology - Gastroenterology 
- ENT - Dental Services 
- General Surgery - Geriatric Services 
- Plastic Surgery 

Clinical services wili be evaluated individually to determine if services 
would best be located in one hospital or in a joint ambulatory facility 

One clinical area-psychiatry-is currently planned for rationalization; 
plan will consolidate all psychiatry services at  one hospital (which 
previously accounted for 80% of two-hospital psychiatry volume) at a 
projected cost savings of $600.000 



Case Example #24 

Two Hospitals Merge Support, Clinical Areas, 
Report Substantial Profit Increase 

Description 

Two hospitals seek to attain efficiencies possible while maintaining 
independence through creation of one holding company with two 
"brand names;" new organization is first step in actual merger with 
third health system partner 

Goal is to gain operating efficiencies of a merger while retaining the 
market identities of both institutions for marketing and fund-raising 
purposes 

Joint Holding Company Oversees 
Support Areas for Two Hospitals 

Strategic Planning 

Information Systems 

Human Resources 

Finance 

Facilities Management 

Materials Management 



Clinical efficiencies will be realized by determining where to  locate 
each of 15 clinical senices 

- Clinical services are evaluated individually to determine if services 
would best be located in one hospital or in a joint ambulatory facility 

Hospital medical staffs were already under one leadership through 
their joint affiliation with a medical school 

Fifteen Clinical Services Being Evaluated for Merger 

PulmonayThoracic Services . ENT General Medicine 
Cardiology General Surgery . Renal Services 
Obstetrics/Gynecology Plastic Surgery Gastroenterology 
Psychiatry Orthopedics Dental Services 
Ophthalmology Urology Geriatric Services 
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Holding company has a board consisting of five members from each 
hospital's board; hospitals retain their separate boards to support 
institution-specific efforts (e.g., fund raising) 

Hospitals Are Equally Represented on Holding Company Board 

Holding Company 
Hospital A 

Five representatives 
from each hospital 

COO (formerly CEO) 
CEO (unaligned wth either 
hospital) 

Execlnive Vice President: 
Oversees shared support 
functions 

Proftability Improvement 
Director. Overrees prole& to 
generate savings from 
consolidation 

Costs 

Hospital B 4:l 
COO (fomledy CEO) 

Costs of developing venture undoubtedly large, including significant 
legal and consulting fees as well as staff time; hospitals unable to 
provide exact cost figures 



Results 

Hospitals reporting first-year profitability improvement of $1 1 
million; senior management of both institutions feel that the 
collaborative effort has been a major contributor to the increase 

According to hospitals, significant cost savings have occurred as a 
result of combining support areas such as corporate staff functions, 
information systems, purchasing and laundry services 

Some (moderate) cost savings can be attributed to rationalizing 
clinical services; consolidating psychiatry services expected 
to save $600,000 

Consolidating Psychiatry Services 
Will Yield $600,000 Cost Savings 

Percentage 
of Psychiatry 

Patient 
Volume 

Hospital A Hospital B Hospital A Hospital B 

Before Service After Service 
Consolidation Consolidation 

Source: Advisory Board inte~iews, 



Case Example #25 

Four Hospitals Use "Quasi-Merger" To Generate 
$1.25 Million in Additional Managed Care Contract Revenues 

Description 

Four hospitals form a fully-affiliated health care network; goal is to 
provide a competitive advantage by attracting (and profitably 
managing) managed care contracts, and by cutting costs through 
service rationalization 

~ e t w o r k  includes four hospitals and a merged home health agency 

Network is closely aligned with a variety of physician groups, each of 
which has assumed and managed capitated risk both independently 
and collectively with hospitals: 

- Three large multi-specialty clinics 

- A faculty practice plan 

- Independent physicians 

Managed care penetration in area is 35%-40%; hospitals are 
interested in maintaining and growing their managed care patient 
volume as market evolves 

The hospitals formed a holding company structure with common 
governance; they merged budgeting and strategic planning, yet each 
institution remains operationally independent 

Holding company has a CEO and five other staff members; CEO 
explores network expansion opportunities (with other hospitals and 
physicians), while other staff supports finance, clinical and managed 
care initiatives 

Board has 18 representatives, with each hospital represented by two of 
its own board members, its own CEO and a member of its medical 
staff; one at-large member and the system CEO are also on the board 



Governance of Holding Company Is Shared by Four Hospitals 

Health System Board 

Heatti- system CEO 
Member-at-large 

' 16 Hospital representatives (CEO, 
physician, two hospital board 
members from each hospital) 

I 

Parent company is supported by two committees; each committee 
forms and oversees subcommittees comprised of member hospital 

I 

medical staff and other personnel who &red joint activities * 

Hospital B 

Finance Committee develops the affiliation's strategic plan and global 
budget; intent is to assure that joint activities complement the 
system's strategic plan by allocating resources so as to reduce 
administrative costs 

Clinical Programs Council sets clinical priorities for the system; goal 
is to focus on specific clinical integration opportunities 
- First step was to identify core services at each hospital and build 

on strong existing programs; hospitals will not add services that 
would be competitive within the system (thereby avoiding any 
newly-created duplication of services) 

- Second step will be to consider currently duplicated services and 
develop a plan for consolidating them 

Hospital C Hospital D 
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Parent Company Supported by Two Committees 

I 1 Parent Company 1 
I I 

Finance Committee 

Hospital CFOs 

Develops strategtc plan and global 
budget 

Committees: 
- Accounts Receivable 
- Biomedical Engineering 
- CFOCommttee 
- Food Service 
- Human Resources (includes 

heaith benefRs) 
- Q u a i i  Assurance 
- Materials Management 
- Information Sntems 

Clinical Programs Council 

Four phrjicians h r n  each hosp'ital 

Representative from local medical 
school 

Sets clinical priorities lor the system 

Cornmheer 
- Managed Care Contraaing 
- Oncology Services 
- Occupational Health 
- GemntologyILong-Tenn Carel 

Hospice 
- Praaice Management Support 
- Primaty Care Stafl 

Development 
- Behavioral Heaith (Chemical 

Dependency) 
- Lithdripsy 

Costs 

Start-up costs were minimal ($450,000), and ongoing operating 
expenses equal $300,000 for each hospital 

Start-up costs for joint venture amounted to $450,000 in legal and 
consulting fees 

Annual operatingcosts are $1.2 million, split equally among four 
hospitals 



Results 

Participants feel well-prepared to meet demands of future managed 
care environment and health care reform 

Evidence: Affiliation has already signed or renegotiated 20 managed 
care contracts since its formation in 1989; contracts contribute $25 
million in net revenues to the system, $1.25 million of which is 
directly attributable to collaborative effort 

Annual operating expense of $300,000 per hospital more than 
justified by collaboration's significant contribution to each hospital's 
bottom line; early efforts of task forces yielding positive results 

Shared mobile lithotripsy unit project underway in only 90 days, 
improving physician convenience and patient access and resulting in 
increased referrals to the system 

Materials management task force cut costs by $1 million: 

- 40% from jointly-negotiated capital acquisitions 

- 60% from purchase of supplies and materials (e.g., contrast 
media for diagnostic imaging, laundry services, paper products 
and consulting services) 

Occupational health task force developed network for referrals among 
the three hospitals, which includes standardized protocols for care 
and a shared information network 

Human resources task force created a merged health plan for hospital 
employees, thereby increasing provider choice and encouraging 
internal referrals 

Source: "Hosp'itals Seek New Ways To Integrate Heab  Care," Hospitals. April 5 ,  1992, pages 
26-36; Advisory Board interviews. 



Case Example #26 

Two Hospitals Negotiate "Quasi-Merger," Boost Profits 
by $1.3 Million, Enhance Relations with Payers 

Description 

Two hospitals affiliate to create a health system which shares 
governance, but not balance sheets 

Goal of hospitals was twofold: main goal was to become more 
attractive to managed care payers, while secondary goal was to achieve 
major operating cost savings and revenue enhancement through 
collaborative efforts 

Hospitals merged governing boards into a 19-member board of 
directors, with 13 members coming from the larger hospital (division 
of representation based upon relative asset holding); each hospital 
retains independent license, CEOs, medical staffs and foundations 

Hospitals moved all top administrative posts to the system level, and 
fully integrated their information systems; merged administrative 
departments include marketing, finance and strategic planning 

Hospitals Merge All Administrative Departments 

Health System 
Merged governing 

Medical s i d  ExecuWe StaJfing Medical Raff 
independent iicense Corporate Prerident . Independentkmse 
Foundation V P ,  Corporae Fimce Fwndatim . V.P., Corporate Devdopent . V.P.. Corporate Services 

Combined Adminimtion 
Managed care cmbacting 
Strategic planning 
Finance 
Information systems 
Physician recruitment - Marketing 



To improve hospital finances, system formed 12 operational 
improvement forums with staff from both hospitals, forums are 
responsible for generating cost-cutting and revenue enhancement 
ideas 

Twelve Operational Improvement Forums 
Develop Numerous Collaborative Projects 

Operational Improvement F O N ~ S  

Human Resources 

Information Systems 

Facilities Management 

Materials Management 

Financial Management 

Accounts Receivable Management 

Patient Care Delivery 

Continuum of Care 

Quality Management 

Resource Management 

Systems Management 

Skilled NursingiHome Care 

Collab~Iat'ive Projects 

Developing shared information F e r n  

Sharing legal, accounting. and 
architecture services 

Selecting one collection agency 

Sharing laundry services 

Combining labontoty services 

Combining employee benefits plans 

Combining insurance policies 

Coordinating cash management 

lmprwing cowdination across the 
continuum of care to increase 
efficiency and increase referrals 

Costs 

Costs of joint efforts have been substantial: $25 million was required 
to create an integrated information network, while $3 million was 
used to develop a primary care support system at one of the hospitals 

Results 

Main goal of winning managed care contracts achieved well beyond 
initial hopes: every major HMO in area has contacted system for 
participation, while largest employer in area has signed capitated 
contract with the system 
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